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NAELIG
Were you enrolled at [YNPSCHL] at any time
between July 1, 1999 and June 30, 2000?
IF NO, PROBE TO SEE IF RESPONDENT
WAS ENROLLED AND LEFT.BE ALERT FOR
INDICATIONS THAT THE RESPONDENT IS
STILL IN HIGH SCHOOL (ONLY TAKING
ADVANCED PLACEMENT CLASSES, ETC.
AT THE NPSAS SCHOOL) - IF SO, ENTER 4.
1 = YES
2 = NO
3 = DROPPED OUT
4 = STILL IN HIGH SCHOOL
Applies to: All respondents.

NADRP
Date left NPSAS school - YYYYMM
Applies to: Respondents who dropped out of
NPSAS school.

NADRPREF
Did you receive a full refund of your tuition when
you left?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who dropped out of
NPSAS school.

NADEGN
What degree or certificate were you working on
while you attended [YNPSCHL] during the 1999-
2000 school year?
1 =CERTIFICATE
2 =ASSOCIATE'S DEGREE (AS, AA)
3 =BACHELOR'S DEGREE (BA, BS, BFA, etc.)
4 =UNDERGRAD SPECIAL STUDENT (NON-

DEGREE/NON-MATRICULATED)
5 =POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE
6 =MASTER'S DEGREE (MA, MS, MBA,

MFA, MDIV, etc.)
7 =DOCTORAL OR FIRST-PROFESSIONAL

DEGREE (PHD,EDD, JD, MD, DDS, etc.)
8 =GRADUATE SPECIAL STUDENT (NON-

DEGREE/NON-MATRICULATED)
Applies to: All respondents.

NAELCRD
Were you enrolled in a course for credit that could be
transferred to another school?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents not enrolled in a certificate or
degree program.

NAEVREN
Have you ever attended [YNPSCHL]?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Sample members with unknown study
eligibility.

NAATT
Date last attended NPSAS school - YYYYMM
Applies to: Sample members with unknown study
eligibility.

NACMPGN
Have you completed all the requirements for your
[NADEGFIL]?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: All respondents enrolled in a degree or
certificate program.

NAEXPN
Date expect degree NPSAS school - YYYYMM
Applies to: Respondents who have not completed
degree at NPSAS.

NADGN
Date awarded degree NPSAS school - YYYYMM
Applies to: Respondents who have completed degree at
NPSAS.

NAOTHC1
Have you attended any other schools since July 1,
1999?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: All respondents.
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NAS1UX
Where else did you attend (during the 99-2000
school year)?
0 = NO OTHER SCHOOLS
1 = ENTER USEREXIT
2 = SKIP OVER USEREXIT
Applies to: Respondents enrolled in other school
1 in the NPSAS year.

NAENRD1
Were you taking courses leading to a degree or
certificate to be awarded by [NAS1NAME]?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents enrolled in other school
1 in the NPSAS year.

NADEG1
What degree or certificate were you working on?
1 =CERTIFICATE
2 =ASSOCIATE'S DEGREE (AS, AA)
3 =BACHELOR'S DEGREE (BA, BS, BFA, etc.)
5 =POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE
6 =MASTER'S DEGREE (MA, MS, MBA,

MFA, MDIV, etc.)
7 =DOCTORAL OR FIRST-PROFESSIONAL

DEGREE (PHD, EDD, JD, MD, DDS, etc.)
Applies to: Respondents in a degree program who
enrolled at other school 1 in the NPSAS year.

NACMPG1
Have you completed all the requirements for your
bachelor's degree?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents working on bachelor's
degree at other school 1 during the NPSAS year.

NAEXP1
Date expect degree school 1 - YYYYMM
Applies to: Respondents who have not completed
a bachelor's degree at other school 1.

NADG1
Date awarded degree school 1 - YYYYMM
Applies to: Respondents who have completed a
bachelor's degree at other school 1.

NAOTHC2
Have you attended any other schools since July 1,
1999?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents enrolled in other school 1 in
the NPSAS year.

NAS2UX
Where else did you attend (during the
99-2000 school year)?
0 = NO OTHER SCHOOLS
1 = ENTER USEREXIT
2 = SKIP OVER USEREXIT
Applies to: Respondents enrolled in other school 2 in
the NPSAS year.

NAENRD2
Were you taking courses leading to a degree or
certificate to be awarded by [NAS2NAME]?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents enrolled in other school 2 in
the NPSAS year.

NADEG2
What degree or certificate were you working on?
1 =CERTIFICATE
2 =ASSOCIATE'S DEGREE (AS, AA)
3 =BACHELOR'S DEGREE (BA, BS, BFA, etc.)
5 =POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE
6 =MASTER'S DEGREE (MA, MS, MBA, MFA,

MDIV, etc.)
7 =DOCTORAL OR FIRST-PROFESSIONAL

DEGREE (PHD, EDD, JD, MD, DDS, etc.)
Applies to: Respondents enrolled in a degree program
at other school 2.

NACMPG2
Have you completed all the requirements
for your bachelor's degree?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents working on bachelor's degree
at other school 2 during the NPSAS year.

NAEXP2
Date expect degree school 2 - YYYYMM
Applies to: Respondents who have not completed a
bachelor's degree at other school 2.
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NADG2
Date awarded degree school 2 - YYYYMM
Applies to: Respondents who have completed a
bachelor's degree at other school 2.

I

NAOTHC3
Have you attended any other schools since July 1,
1999?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents enrolled in other school
2 in the NPSAS year.

NAS3UX
Where else did you attend (during the
99-2000 school year)?
0 = NO OTHER SCHOOLS
1 = ENTER USEREXIT
2 = SKIP OVER USEREXIT
Applies to: Respondents enrolled in other school
3 in the NPSAS year.

NAENRD3
Were you taking courses leading to a degree or
certificate to be awarded by [NAS3NAME]?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents enrolled in other school
3 in the NPSAS year.

NADEG3
What degree or certificate were you working on?
1 =CERTIFICATE
2 =ASSOCIATE'S DEGREE (AS, AA)
3 =BACHELOR'S DEGREE (BA, BS, BFA, etc.)
5 =POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE
6 =MASTER'S DEGREE (MA, MS, MBA,

MFA, MDIV, etc.)
7 =DOCTORAL OR FIRST-PROFESSIONAL

DEGREE (PHD, EDD, JD, MD,DDS, etc.)
Applies to: Respondents enrolled in a degree
program at other school 3.

NACMPG3
Have you completed all the requirements for your
bachelor's degree?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents working on bachelor's degree
at other school 3 during the NPSAS year.

NAEXP3
Date expect degree school 3 - YYYYMM
Applies to: Respondents who have not completed a
bachelor's degree at other school 3.

NADG3
Date awarded degree school 3 - YYYYMM
Applies to: Respondents who have completed a
bachelor's degree at other school 3.

NAPRDG
[if NACMPGN eq <1> or NACMPG1 eq <1> or
NACMPG2 eq <1> or NACMPG3 eq <1>] Other than
the [fill degree] that you've already told me about, have
you earned any \ [if NACMPGN eq <1> or NACMPG1
eq <1> or NACMPG2 eq <1> or NACMPG3 eq <1>]
other degrees or certificates since you left high school?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: All respondents.

NABA
[if NADEGN gt <4> and (NAPRDG eq <2> and
NACMPG1 ne <1>)]
Have you earned a Bachelor's degree?
1 = YES
2 = NO
[if NADEGN gt <6> and (NAPRDG eq <2> and
NACMPG1 ne <1>)]
A Master's Degree?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Graduate students who report no prior
degrees.
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NAPRD1A
What degrees or certificates have you earned?
COLLECT UP TO FOUR (4). ENTER 0
FOR NO MORE.
1 =CERTIFICATE
2 =ASSOCIATE'S DEGREE (AS, AA)
3 =BACHELOR'S DEGREE (BA, BS, BFA, etc.)
5 =POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE
6 =MASTER'S DEGREE (MA, MS, MBA,

MFA, MDIV, etc.)
7 =DOCTORAL OR FIRST-PROFESSIONAL

DEGREE (PHD, EDD, JD, MD, DDS, etc.)
Applies to: Respondents who have indicated prior
degrees.

NAPRD1B
Prior degree earned since high school-2
See NAPRD1A for description.
Applies to: Respondents who have indicated prior
degrees.

NAPRD1C
Prior degree earned since high school-3
See NAPRD1A for description.
Applies to: Respondents who have indicated prior
degrees.

NAPRD1D
Other degree earned since high school-4
See NAPRD1A for description.
Applies to: Respondents who have indicated prior
degrees.

NABGUX
Where did you earn your bachelor's degree?
5 = IF ATTENDED NPSAS SCHOOL
1 = ENTER USEREXIT
2 = SKIP OVER USEREXIT
Applies to: Respondents enrolled in other school
2 in the NPSAS year.

NADGB
Date awarded prior BA, BA school - YYYYMM
Applies to: Respondents who have completed a
prior BA degree.

NABBELG
A flag to indicate B&B eligibility at any school.
Respondents are determined to be B&B eligible if they
completed, or expected to complete a bachelor's degree
at any time between July 1, 1999 and June 30, 2000.
The values are <0> Not B&B eligible
<1> B&B eligible
Applies to: All respondents.

NAENROLL
I need to ask you some questions about the dates of
your enrollment during the 1999-2000 school year.
INTERVIEWER: PLEASE ENTER THE
RESPONSES IN THE USER EXIT.[
Applies to: All respondents.

NATARGET
The TARGET school is the main school of focus for
the interview, and is determined by the following logic:

-If the student attended only 1 school, then TARGET is
the NPSAS school.

-If the student is B&B eligible, then TARGET is
whichever school awards BA.

-If the student is not B&B eligible and attended more
than 1 school, and is working on a degree at one school
but not at the other(s), then TARGET is whichever
school awards the degree.

-If the student is not B&B eligible and attended more
than 1 school, and is working on a degree at both/all
schools attended, then TARGET is where the student
was most recently enrolled.

-If the student is not B&B eligible and attended more
than 1 school, and is not working on a degree
anywhere, then TARGET is the NPSAS school.
Applies to: All respondents.

NACATIST
A derived variable that indicates student type at
TARGET school.
Once the TARGET school has been identified, students
are classified as
<1> Undergraduate
<2> Graduate
<3> First-professional
based on the degree they were working on at the
TARGET school.
Applies to: All respondents.
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NAUGYR
[if NASCHCNT gt <1>]
Now, I'd like you to focus on your undergraduate
enrollment at [NATARGET] during the 99-2000
school year.
What was your year or level during your last term
at [NATARGET] in the 99-2000 school year?
0 =UNCLASSIFIED UNDERGRADUATE
1 =FIRST YEAR/FRESHMAN
2 =SECOND YEAR/SOPHOMORE
3 =THIRD YEAR/JUNIOR
4 =FOURTH YEAR/SENIOR
5 =FIFTH YEAR OR HIGHER

UNDERGRADUATE
6 =GRADUATE STUDENT TAKING

UNDERGRADUATE COURSES
Applies to: All undergraduate respondents.

NAGRDTYP
[if NASCHCNT gt <1>]
I'd like you to focus on your enrollment at
[NATARGET] during the 99-2000 school year.
What specific degree were you working toward in your
last term in the 99-2000 school year?
What specific degree were you working toward in your
last term
at [NATARGET] in the 99-2000 school year?
MASTER'S
1 = BUSINESS ADMIN

(MBA)
18 = THEOLOGY (THD)

2 = SCIENCE (MS) 19 = BUSINESS ADMIN (DBA)
3 = ARTS (MA) 20 = ENGINEERING (D.ENG)
4 = EDUCATION

(M.ED)
21 = FINE ARTS (DFA)

5 = PUBLIC ADMIN
(MPA)

22 = PUBLIC ADMIN (DPA)

6 = LIBRARY
SCIENCE(MLS)

23 = SCIENCE (DSC/SCD)

7 = PUBLIC HEALTH
(MPH)

24 = PSYCHOLOGY (PSYD)

8 = FINE ARTS (MFA) 25 = OTHER DOCTORAL DEGREE
9 = APPLIED ARTS

(MAA)
FIRST-PROFESSIONAL

10= TEACHING (MAT) 26 = CHIROPRACTIC (DC OR
DCM)

11= DIVINITY (M.DIV) 27 = DENTISTRY (DDS OR DMD)
12= SOCIAL WORK

(MSW)
28 = MEDICINE (MD)

13= LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECT

29 = OPTOMETRY (OD)

14= PROFESSIONAL
MGMT

30 = OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE
(DO)

15= OTHER MASTERS 31 = PHARMACY (PHARM.D)
DOCTOR 32 = PODIATRY (DPM OR POD. D)
16= PHILOSOPHY

(PHD)
33 = VETERINARY MEDICINE

(DVM)
17= EDUCATION

(ED.D)
34 = LAW (LLB OR JD)

35 = THEOLOGY (M.DIV, MHL,
BD)

Applies to: Graduate/first-professional students who
are working on a master's, doctoral, or professional
degree.
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NAGRYR
What year of your graduate program were you in
during your last term at [NATARGET]
in the 99-2000 school year?
1 = FIRST YEAR
2 = SECOND YEAR
3 = THIRD YEAR
4 = FOURTH YEAR OR HIGHER
Applies to: Graduate/first-professional students
who are working on a degree or baccalaureate
certificate.

NAGRLEV
Are you...
1 = Still taking classes, or
2 = Working on your dissertation, or
3 = Doing an internship/residency/practicum?
Applies to: Doctoral students who are currently
in their third year or higher.

NAGR
Date began graduate studies - YYYYMM
Applies to: Graduate/first-professional students
who are working on a degree or
postbaccalaureate certificate.

NAGRST
Since you started working on your graduate
degree, have you been enrolled mainly as a full-
time student or part-time student?
1 = MOSTLY FULL-TIME
2 = MOSTLY PART-TIME
3 = MIX OF FULL- AND PART-TIME
Applies to: Graduate/first-professional students
in at least their
second year of graduate study who are working
on a degree or postbaccalaureate certificate.

NACLSTRT
Did most of your \
[if NABBELG eq <1>]
 undergraduate classes at[NATARGET]
start before 4 PM, between 4 and 6 PM, or after 6
PM?
1 = BEFORE 4 PM
2 = BETWEEN 4 AND 6 PM
3 = AFTER 6 PM
Applies to: All respondents.

NAMJCOD
Major-code
Applies to: All respondents working on a degree.

NAGPA
What was your cumulative GPA at [NATARGET]
through the end of your last term \ [if NABBELG eq
<1>] as an undergraduate in the 99-2000 school year?
F5 = PASS/FAIL
F6 = NO GRADES AWARDEDCHOOSE F3 TO

ESTIMATE GPA RANGE : 0.00-5.00
Applies to: All respondents.

NAGPAEST
Would you say that your GPA was mostly A's, A's and
B's, mostly B's.?
1 = MOSTLY A'S (3.75 AND ABOVE)
2 = A'S AND B'S (3.25-3.74)
3 = MOSTLY B'S (2.75-3.24)
4 = B'S AND C'S (2.25-2.74)
5 = MOSTLY C'S (1.75-2.24)
6 = C'S AND D'S (1.25-1.74)
7 =MOSTLY D'S OR BELOW (BELOW 1.24)
Applies to: Respondents who do not know GPA.

NAMAJGPA
What was your GPA in your major through the end of
your
last term in the 99-2000 school year?
F5 = PASS/FAIL
F6 = NO GRADES AWARDED
CHOOSE F3 TO ESTIMATE GPA
RANGE : 0.00-5.00
Applies to: All B&B eligible respondents.

NAMAJEST
Would you say that your GPA in your major
was mostly A's, A's and B's, mostly B's.?
1 = MOSTLY A'S (3.75 AND ABOVE)
2 = A'S AND B'S (3.25-3.74)
3 = MOSTLY B'S (2.75-3.24)
4 = B'S AND C'S (2.25-2.74)
5 = MOSTLY C'S (1.75-2.24)
6 = C'S AND D'S (1.25-1.74)
7 =MOSTLY D'S OR BELOW (BELOW 1.24)
Applies to: B&B eligible respondents who do not know
major GPA.
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NBGENDR
DON'T ASK IF GENDER IS OBVIOUS TO
YOU.
What is your gender?
1 = MALE
2 = FEMALE
Applies to: All respondents.

NBMARR
Are you currently...
IF RESPONSE IS "SINGLE," PROBE TO
DETERMINE
IF RESPONDENT WAS EVER MARRIED.
1 = Single, never married
2 = Married
3 = Separated
4 = Divorced
5 = Widowed
Applies to: All respondents.

NBMAR
Date of marriage/divorce/separation/widowing
Applies to: Respondents who are or have been
married.

NBSTATE
STATE THAT ISSUED DRIVER'S LICENSE:
[YDLICST]
What is your state of legal residence ?
Applies to: All respondents.

NBUSBORN
Were you born in the United States?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: All respondents.

NBCTRY
In what country were you born?
1 = BRAZIL 16 = RUSSIA
2 = CANADA 17 = SAUDI ARABIA
3 = CHINA 18 = SWEDEN
4 = COLUMBIA 19 = SPAIN
5 = FRANCE 20 = TAIWAN
6 = GERMANY 21 = THAILAND
7 = HONG KONG 22 = TURKEY
8 = INDIA 23 = UK (ENGLAND,

SCOTLAND)
9 = INDONESIA 24 = VENEZUELA
10 = JAPAN 25 = OTHER
11 = KENYA, WALES,

NORTHERN IRELAND)
12 = KOREA
13 = MALAYSIA
14 = MEXICO
15 = PAKISTAN
Applies to: Foreign-born respondents.

NBYRIMM
In what year did you enter the United States?
YEAR (1930-2000)
Applies to: Foreign-born respondents.

NBCITZN
Are you a U. S. citizen?
1 =YES -US CITIZENOR US NATIONAL
2 =NO-RESIDENT ALIEN- PERMANENT

RESIDENT OR OTHER ELIGIBLE NON-
CITIZEN TEMPORARY RESIDENT'S CARD

3 =NO-STUDENT VISA- IN THE COUNTRY ON
AN F1ORF2VISA OR ON AJ1OR
J2EXCHANGE VISITOR VISA

Applies to: All respondents.

NBHISP
Are you of Hispanic or Latino origin?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: All respondents.

NBHISTYP
Are you of...
1 =Mexican, Mexican-American, or Chicano descent?
2 =Cuban descent?
3 =Puerto Rican descent?
4 =Some other Hispanic origin?
Applies to: Respondents of Hispanic or Latino origin.
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NBRAC1
What is your race?
BE SURE TO RECORD FIRST RESPONSE
FIRST
ENTER 0 WHEN DONE
1 =WHITE
2 =BLACK OR AFRICAN AMERICAN
3 =ASIAN
4 =AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKA

NATIVE
5 =NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR OTHER PACIFIC

ISLANDER
6 =OTHER, SPECIFY
Applies to: All respondents.

NBRAC2
Race-2
See NBRAC1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who report more than
one race.

NBRAC3
Race-3
Applies to: Respondents who report more than
one race.
See NBRAC1 for description.

NBASIAN
Are you...
1 = Chinese
2 = Korean
3 = Filipino
4 = Japanese
5 = Vietnamese
6 = Asian Indian
7 = Thai
8 = Native Hawaiian
9 = Samoan
10 = Guamanian or Chamorro
11 = Or some other Asian or Pacific Islander?
Applies to: Asian respondents.

NBTRIBE
Are you enrolled in a state- or federally-
recognized tribe?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: American Indian or Alaska native
respondents.

NBRACE
For historical purposes, could you please identify
which single race best describes you?
1 =WHITE
2 =BLACK OR AFRICAN AMERICAN
3 =ASIAN
4 =AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKA NATIVE
5 =NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR OTHER PACIFIC

ISLANDER
6 =OTHER, SPECIFY
Applies to: Respondents who report more than one
race.

NBLANG
What language was spoken most often at home as you
were growing up?
1 = ENGLISH 16 = TGALOG
2 = SPANISH, CATALAN,

GALICIAN, BASQUE
17 = THAI

3 = ARABIC 18 = VIETNAMESE
4 = BAHASA 19 = WELSH
5 = CHINESE, CANTONESE,

MANDARIN
20 = AMERICAN SIGN

LANGUAGE OR
OTHER SIGN
LANGUAGE

6 = FARCEY (PHARSI) 21 = BENGALI
7 = FRENCH AND

CANADIAN FRENCH
22 = DUTCH

8 = GAELIC 23 = KURDISH
9 = GERMAN 24 = PORTUGESE
10 = HEBREW 25 = RUSSIAN
11 = HINDI, MALAY, TAMIL 26 = SWAHILI
12 = JAPANESE 27 = SWEDISH
13 = KOREA 28 = TURKISH
14 = MALAYSIAN (BAHASA

MALAY)
29 = OTHER

15 = URDU, PUNJABI,
SINDHI

Applies to: All respondents.

NBDIPL
Did you...
1 =Receive a high school diploma,
2 =Pass a GED (General Educational Development)

test, or
3 =Receive a high school completion certificate
4 =ATTENDED FOREIGN HIGH SCHOOL
5 =DID NOT COMPLETE HIGH SCHOOL OR

HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY PROGRAM
6 =HOME SCHOOLING
Applies to: Respondents with no preloaded indication
of high school diploma.
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NBHSYR
[if NBDIPL eq <6>]
When did you complete high school?
[else][if NBDIPL eq <4>]
When did you graduate (last attend) high school?
[else]
When did you receive your high school \
[if NBDIPL eq <1> or YHSSTAT eq <1>]
diploma?
[else]
certificate?
YEAR RANGE: (1930-2000)
Applies to: All respondents except those who did
not complete high school or high school
equivalency program.

NBHSCMP
Were you completing high school requirements
for the entire time you were enrolled at
[NATARGET] between July 1, 1999 and June 30,
2000?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who completed HS in the
current year, or who haven't completed high
school.

NBHSTYP
Was your high school public or private?
1 = PUBLIC
2 = PRIVATE
3 = ATTENDED FOREIGN SCHOOL
Applies to: Respondents who received a high
school diploma.

NBHSPRV
Was your high school a Catholic school, other
religious, or some other type of private school?
1 = CATHOLIC
2 = OTHER RELIGIOUS
3 = NO RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION
Applies to: Respondents who attended private
high school.

NBNP
Date first attended NPSAS school
Applies to: All respondents.

NBS1
What was the first school you attended after high
school?
1 = ENTER USEREXIT
2 = SKIP OVER USEREXIT
Applies to: Respondents whose first postsecondary
institution was other than the NPSAS school.

NBS1
Date first attended first PSE
Applies to: Respondents who attended another
institution prior to NPSAS.

NBTRNS
Based on what you've told me so far, you attended
another school, prior to [YNPSCHL].
Did you transfer any credits to
[YNPSCHL]?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who attended another
institution prior to NPSAS.

NBEVRCC
Have you ever taken classes at a
community college?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: All respondents.

NBEVR4YR
Have you ever attended a 4-year school?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: All respondents.

NBDEPS
My next few questions are about your family.
When you were enrolled in the 1999-2000 school
year,
did you have any children that you
[if NBMARR eq <2>]
and your spouse
[if NBMARR eq <2>]
supported financially?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: All respondents.
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NBDAGE1
How many of your children are...
Under 5?(0-9)...(nbdage1)
Aged 5 to 12?(0-9)...(nbdage2)
Aged 13 to 16? (0-9)...(nbdage3)
Over 16?(0-9)...(nbdage4)
Applies to: Respondents with dependent children.

NBDAGE2
Number of dependents age 5-12
See NBDAGE1for description.
Applies to: Respondents with dependent children.

NBDAGE3
Number of dependents 13-16
See NBDAGE1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents with dependent children.

NBDAGE4
Number of dependents over 16
See NBDAGE1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents with dependent children.

NBDAYCR
While you're at school, who (primarily)
takes care of your child/children?
1 = CHILD'S OTHER PARENT
2 = OTHER RELATIVE/FAMILY MEMBER
3 = FRIEND/NEIGHBOR/BABYSITTER

NANNY
4 = CAMPUS/DAYCARE/CENTER
5 = DAYCARE CENTER
6 = CHILD(REN) IN SCHOOL WHILE

RESPONDENT IS ATTENDING
CLASSES

7 = OTHER
Applies to: Respondents with dependent children
under age 12.

NBDAYCST
On average, how much did you pay each month
for childcare during the last term you were
enrolled in the 99-2000 school year?
RANGE ($0 - $[1000*NUMBER DEPENDENT
CHILDREN UNDER 12]):
Applies to: Respondents with dependent children
under age 12.

NBCOLL
When you were last enrolled during the 99-00 school
year,
how many of your children were in college?
RANGE:(0-[NBDAGE4])
Applies to: Respondents with dependent children aged
16 and over.

NBOTDPS
[if NBMARR eq <2>]
Other than your spouse, were \
[else]
Were \
[endif]
you supporting anyone else during the last term
you were enrolled in the 99-00 school year?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: All respondents.

NBOTDP1
Who else did you support?
ENTER 0 FOR NO MORE
1 = PARENTS
2 = GRANDPARENTS
3 = OTHER RELATIVE
4 = OTHER
Applies to: Respondents with other dependents.

NBOTDP2
Other dependents-2
See NBOTDP1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents with other dependents.

NBOTDP3
Other dependents-3
See NBOTDP1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents with other dependents.

NBSPCOL
Did your spouse attend college or graduate school
during the 99-00 school year?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Married respondents.
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NBSPAID
Did [if NBGENDR eq <2> he/[else]she
receive financial aid for \
[if NBGENDR eq <2>]his \[else]her \
education?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Married respondents whose spouse
attended college during the 99-00 school year.

NBMILIT
Are you a veteran of the US Armed Forces, or
are you currently serving in the Armed Forces,
either on active duty or in the reserves?
0 = NO
1 = VETERAN
3 = ACTIVE DUTY
4 = RESERVES
Applies to: Respondents who are US citizens.

NBVOTE
Are you registered to vote in US elections?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who are US citizens.

NBEVRVT
Have you ever voted in any national, state, or
local election?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who are US citizens.

NBVTPRS
[If before 11/7/2000]
Do you plan to vote in the upcoming presidential
election?
[Else]
Did you vote in the recent presidential election?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who are US citizens,
excluding residents of Puerto Rico.

NBPOLIT
In the last two years, did you...Go to any political
meetings, rallies, or dinners, or participate in other
political activities? Please do not include campus
elections.
1 = YES
2 = NO
Did you write letters or send e-mail to any public
official to express your opinion?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: All respondents who are US citizens.

NBPOLTR
Write opinion letter
See NBPOLITfor description.
Applies to: All respondents who are US citizens.

NBPARST
Next I'd like to ask you some questions
about your parents...
Are your parents...
1 =Married to each other?
2 =Divorced?
3 =Separated?
4 =Never married to each other?
5 =Or is one or both of your parents deceased?
6 =NEVER KNEW PARENTS AND NO

GUARDIANS
7 =NEVER KNEW PARENTS AND HAD

GUARDIANS
Applies to: Respondents under age 30.

NBDCSD
Which of your parents is deceased?
1 = MOTHER
2 = FATHER
3 = BOTH
Applies to: Respondents under 30 whose parent(s)
is/are deceased.
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NBGUARD
[if NBPARST ne <5> and NBPARST ne <7>]
Do you have any legal guardians other than
your parents?
[else]
Do you have any legal guardians?
[endif]
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents under age 30 with
parents/guardians.

NBGRDTYP
PROBE TO DETERMINE IF THE GUARDIAN
IS MALE/FEMALE
1 =MALE GUARDIAN
2 =FEMALE GUARDIAN
3 =BOTH MALE AND FEMALE GUARDIANS
Applies to: Respondents under age 30 with
guardians.

NBCARE
Do you consider your parents or your guardians
to have been your primary caretakers growing up?
0 = NEITHER
1 = PARENT(S)
2 = GUARDIAN(S)
Applies to: Respondents under age 30 with
guardians.

NBPRST1
What is your \
[if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq <2>
or NBCARE eq <>)]
guardians'\
[else][if NBGRDTYP eq <1> and (NBCARE eq
<2> or NBCARE eq <>)]
guardian's\
[else][if (NBCARE eq <> or NBCARE eq <1>)
and NBDCSD eq <> and NBPARST ne <1>) or
(NBDCSD eq <1> and
(NBCARE eq <> or
NBCARE eq <1>))]
father's \ parents' state of legal residence?
Applies to: Respondents under 30 whose
parents/guardians are married to each other, and
respondents under 30 who only have a
father/male guardian.

NBPRST2
What is your \
[if NBGRDTYP eq <2> and (NBCARE eq <2>
or NBCARE eq <>)]
guardian's\ mother's\
state of legal residence?
Applies to: Respondents under 30 whose
parents/guardians are not married to each other and
respondents under 30 who only have a mother/female
guardian.

NBUSDAD
[if AGE ge <30>]
Next I'd like to ask you some questions
about your parents...
[endif]
Was your \
[if NBGRDTYP eq <1> and (NBCARE eq <2>
or NBCARE eq <>)]
guardian\
[else][if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq
<2> or NBCARE eq <>)] male guardian\
[else]father born in the United States?
1 =YES
2 =NO
3 =NEVER KNEW FATHER AND NO GUARDIAN
Applies to: Respondents who have a father/male
guardian.

NBCTRYD
In what country was your \
[if NBGRDTYP eq <1> and (NBCARE eq <2>
or NBCARE eq <>)]
guardian \
[else][if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq
<2> or NBCARE eq <>)]
male guardian \[else]father born?
1 = BRAZIL 13 =MALAYSIA
2 = CANADA 14 = MEXICO
3 = CHINA 15 = PAKISTAN
4 = COLUMBIA 16 = RUSSIA
5 = FRANCE 17 = SAUDI ARABIA
6 = GERMANY 18 = SWEDEN
7 = HONG KONG 19 = SPAIN
8 = INDIA 20 = TAIWAN
9 = INDONESIA 21 = THAILAND
10 = JAPAN 22 = TURKEY
11 = KENYA, WALES,

NORTHERN IRELAND)
23 = UK (ENGLAND,

SCOTLAND)
12 = KOREA 24 = VENEZUELA

25 = OTHER
Applies to: Respondents with foreign-born father/male
guardian.
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NBARRVF
When did your \
[if NBGRDTYP eq <1> and (NBCARE eq <2>
or NBCARE eq <>)]
guardian [else][if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and
(NBCARE eq
<2> or NBCARE eq <>)]
 male guardian
[else]
father arrive in the United States?
RANGE:(1910-2000)
F5 = NOT LIVING IN UNITED
STATES
Applies to: Respondents with foreign-born
father/male guardian.

NBUSMOM
[if AGE ge <30> and NBUSDAD eq <>]
Next I'd like to ask you some questions
about your parents...
Was your \
[if NBGRDTYP eq <2> and (NBCARE eq <2>
or NBCARE eq <>)]
guardian\
[else][if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq
<2> or NBCARE eq <>)]
female guardian \ mother born in the United
States?
1 =YES
2 =NO
3 =NEVER KNEW MOTHER AND NO

GUARDIAN
Applies to: Respondents who have a
mother/female guardian.

NBCTRYM
In what country was your \
[if NBGRDTYP eq <2> and (NBCARE eq <2>
or NBCARE eq <>)]
guardian \
[else][if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq
<2> or NBCARE eq <>)]
female guardian \
[else]
mother born?
1 = BRAZIL 13 =MALAYSIA
2 = CANADA 14 = MEXICO
3 = CHINA 15 = PAKISTAN
4 = COLUMBIA 16 = RUSSIA
5 = FRANCE 17 = SAUDI ARABIA
6 = GERMANY 18 = SWEDEN
7 = HONG KONG 19 = SPAIN
8 = INDIA 20 = TAIWAN
9 = INDONESIA 21 = THAILAND
10 = JAPAN 22 = TURKEY
11 = KENYA, WALES,

NORTHERN IRELAND)
23 = UK (ENGLAND,

SCOTLAND)
12 = KOREA 24 = VENEZUELA

25 = OTHER
Applies to: Respondents with foreign-born
mother/female guardian.

NBARRVM
When did your \
[if NBGRDTYP eq <2> and (NBCARE eq <2>
or NBCARE eq <>)]
guardian
[else][if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq
<2> or NBCARE eq <>)]
female guardian
[else]
mother arrive in the United States?
RANGE:(1910-2000)
F5 = NOT LIVING IN UNITED STATES
Applies to: Respondents with foreign-born
mother/female guardian.
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NBDADGE
How old is your \
[if NBGRDTYP eq <1> and (NBCARE eq <2>
or NBCARE eq <>)]
guardian \
[else][if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq
<2> or NBCARE eq <>)]
male guardian \
[else]
father?
RANGE:(30-110)
F5 = DECEASED
Applies to: Respondents under age 30 with
missing/invalid preloaded values for age of older
parent.

NBMAGE
How old is your \
[if NBGRDTYP eq <2> and (NBCARE eq <2>
or NBCARE eq <>)]
guardian \
[else][if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq
<2> or NBCARE eq <>)]
female guardian \
[else]
mother?
RANGE:(30-110)
F5 = DECEASED
Applies to: Respondents under age 30 with
missing/invalid preloaded values for age of older
parent.

NBPRHSD
Not including yourself or parents, how many
people
[if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq <2>
or NBCARE eq <>)]
did your guardians \
[else][if (NBGRDTYP eq <1> or NBGRDTYP eq
<2>) and
(NBCARE eq <2> or NBCARE eq <>)]
did your guardian \
[else][if (NBDCSD eq <1> or NBDCSD eq <2>)
and NBGUARD eq <2>]
did your parent \
[else]
did your parents support financially during
the 99-00 school year?
RANGE:(0-15)
Applies to: Respondents under age 30 with
parents/guardians.

NBDPCOL
[if NBPRHSD eq <1>]
Was that person \
Were any of those people in college during the 99-00
school year?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents under age 30 whose
parents/guardians had dependents during 99-00
school year.

NBSIBCOL
How many of your brothers and sisters, if you have
any, ever attended college?
NOTE:0 MEANS NO SIBLINGS IN COLLEGE
55 MEANS R HAS SIBLINGS BUT TOO YOUNG

TO ATTEND COLLEGE
99 MEANS NO SIBLINGS INTERVIEWER:IF 0,

PROBE TO FIND OUT IF R HAS SIBLINGS AT
ALL RANGE:(0-15)

Applies to: Respondents under age 30 who had
college-age siblings during 99-00 school year.
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NBPRCOL
[if NBCARE eq <0> or (NBCARE eq <1> and
NBPARST
lt <5>) or
(NBCARE eq <> and NBPARST lt <5>)]
 Were either of your parents \
[else][if NBCARE eq <2> and NBGRDTYP eq
<3> or
(NBCARE eq <> and NBGRDTYP eq <3>)]
Were either of your guardians \
[else][if (NBCARE eq <1> or NBCARE eq <>)
and NBDCSD eq <2>]
Was your mother \
[else][if (NBCARE eq <2> and NBGRDTYP eq
<2>) or
(NBCARE eq <> and NBPARST eq <7>
and NBGRDTYP eq <2>)]
Was your female guardian \
[else][if (NBCARE eq <1> or NBCARE eq <>)
and NBDCSD eq <1>]
Was your father \
[else][if (NBCARE eq <2> and NBGRDTYP eq
<1>)
or (NBCARE eq <> and NBPARST eq <7>
and NBGRDTYP eq <1>)]
Was your male guardian \
[else]
Was/were your parent(s)/guardian(s) taking any
college courses during the 99-00 school year?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents under age 30 with
parents/guardians.

NBDADED
What was the highest level of education your
[if NBGRDTYP eq <1> and (NBCARE eq <2>
or NBCARE eq <>)]
guardian\
[else][if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq
<2> or NBCARE eq <>)]
male guardian\
[else]father ever completed?
1 =DID NOT COMPLETE HIGH SCHOOL
2 =HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA OR EQUIVALENT
3 =VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL TRAINING
4 =LESS THAN 2 YEARS OF COLLEGE
5 =TWO OR MORE YEARS OF

COLLEGE/ASSOCIATE'S DEGREE
6 =BACHELOR'S DEGREE
7 =MASTER'S DEGREE OR EQUIVALENT
8 =MD, LLB, JD OR OTHER ADVANCED

DEGREE
9 =PHD OR EQUIVALENT
Applies to: All respondents, excluding those who only
have a female guardian as their primary caregiver.

NBDADAS
Did your \
[if NBGRDTYP eq <1> and (NBCARE eq <2>
or NBCARE eq <>)]
guardian \
[else][if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq
<2> or NBCARE eq <>)]
male guardian \
[else]
father earn an associate's degree?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents whose father/male guardian
completed two or more years of college or an
associate's degree.

NBDADCD
What is your fathers current occupation?
1= Enter user-exit
2= Skip over user-exit
3= RETIRED
4= Homemaker
5= NOT EMPLOYED (including Disabled)
Applies to: Respondents under 30 with a father/male
guardian.
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NBMOMED
What was the highest level of education your
[if NBGRDTYP eq <2> and (NBCARE eq <2>
or NBCARE eq <>)]
guardian\
[else][if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq
<2> or NBCARE eq <>)]
female guardian\
[else]
 mother ever completed?
1 =DID NOT COMPLETE HIGH SCHOOL
2 =HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA OR

EQUIVALENT
3 =VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL TRAINING
4 =LESS THAN 2 YEARS OF COLLEGE
5 =TWO OR MORE YEARS OF

COLLEGE/ASSOCIATE'S DEGREE
6 =BACHELOR'S DEGREE
7 =MASTER'S DEGREE OR EQUIVALENT
8 =MD, LLB, JD OR OTHER ADVANCED

DEGREE
9 =PHD OR EQUIVALENT
Applies to: All respondents, excluding those who
only have a male guardian as their primary
caregiver.

NBMOMAS
Did your \
[if NBGRDTYP eq <2> and (NBCARE eq <2>
or NBCARE eq <>)]
guardian \
[else][if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq
<2> or NBCARE eq <>)]
female guardian \
[else]
mother earn an associate's degree?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents whose mother/female
guardian completed two or more years of college
or an associate's degree.

NBMOMCD
What is your mothers current occupation?
1= Enter user –exit
2= Skip over user-exit
3= RETIRED
4= Homemaker
5= NOT EMPLOYED (including Disabled)
Applies to: Respondents under 30 with a
mother/female guardian.
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NCRCVAID
Next I'd like to ask you some questions about
how you've paid for your education.
Did you receive financial aid - such as \
[if NACATIST eq <1>]
grants, loans, scholarships or work study
[else]
grants, loans, scholarships, assistantships,
fellowships,
or traineeships
[endif]
 to attend any schools during the99-2000school
year?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: All respondents.

NCAPPAID
Did you apply for financial aid for 99-2000 ?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: All respondents except those who
declined to answer the previous question
regarding financial aid.

NCTASST
[if YAID eq <1> or YAPPAID eq <1>]
Next I'd like to ask you some questions about how
you've paid for your education.
[endif]
ENTER 1 = YES, 2 = NO AND AMOUNT
For the99-2000school year, did you have...
A teaching assistantship? (nctasst)$ (nctassm)
A research assistantship? (ncrasst)$ (ncrassm)
A graduate fellowship? (ncgfel)$ (ncgfelm)
A traineeship? (nctrnshp)$ (nctrnsm)
Any other kind of graduate assistantship? 

    (ncgasst)$      (ncgassm)
Applies to: Graduate/first-professional students
who are working on a master's, doctoral, or
professional degree.

NCTASSM
Teaching assistantship amount
Applies to: Graduate/first-professional students
who are working on a master's, doctoral, or
professional degree.
See NCTASST for description.

NCRASST
Research assistantship
See NCTASST for description.
Applies to: Graduate/first-professional students who
are working on a master's, doctoral, or professional
degree.

NCRASSM
Research assistantship amount
See NCTASST for description.
Applies to: Graduate/first-professional students who
are working on a master's, doctoral, or professional
degree.

NCGFEL
Graduate fellowship
See NCTASST for description.
Applies to: Graduate/first-professional students who
are working on a master's, doctoral, or professional
degree.

NCGFELM
Fellowship amount
See NCTASST for description.
Applies to: Graduate/first-professional students who
are working on a master's, doctoral, or professional
degree.

NCTRNSHP
Traineeship
See NCTASST for description.
Applies to: Graduate/first-professional students who
are working on a master's, doctoral, or professional
degree.

NCTRNSM
Traineeship amount
See NCTASST for description.
Applies to: Graduate/first-professional students who
are working on a master's, doctoral, or professional
degree.

NCGASST
Graduate assistantship
See NCTASST for description.
Applies to: Graduate/first-professional students who
are working on a master's, doctoral, or professional
degree.
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NCGASSM
Other graduate assistantship amount
See NCTASST for description.
Applies to: Graduate/first-professional students
who are working on a master's, doctoral, or
professional degree.

NCTUIREM
Did you receive reduced (in-state) tuition or a
tuition waiver, or any type of tuition discount?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Graduate/first-professional students
with an assistantship or fellowship.

NCBENEF
As part of your assistantship, do you receive any
benefits from[NATARGET]
such as health insurance or life insurance?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Graduate/first-professional students
with an assistantship or fellowship.

NCOTADN
Did you receive any financial aid during the
99-2000school year that did not come from the
financial aid office at[YNPSCHL] ,
such as tuition paid by your employer, private
loans
or scholarships, or veteran's benefits?
Please exclude any money that came from your
family.
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: All respondents.

NCADNEMP
Did you receive...
ENTER 1 = YES 2 = NO AMOUNT RECEIVED
Employer Assistance? (ncadnemp)
Range ($1-$100,000) (ncamnemp)
A personal loan from a bank
 or private organization? (ncadncom)
Range ($1-$150,000) (ncamncom)
Veteran's benefits? (ncadnvet)
Range ($1-$25,000) (ncamnvet)
[if NBCITZN eq <2> or NBCITZN eq <3>]
Aid from a foreign government?(ncadnfor)
Range ($1-$150,000) (ncamnfor)
Grants/Scholarships from a private
organization? (ncadnprv)
Range ($1-$30,000) (ncamnprv)
Aid from some other source
(excluding family and friends)? (ncadnoth)
Range ($1-$75,000) (ncamnoth)
Applies to: Respondents who received other financial
aid during 99-2000 school year.

NCAMNEMP
See NCADNEMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other financial
aid during 99-2000 school year.

NCADNCOM
See NCADNEMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other financial
aid during 99-2000 school year.

NCAMNCOM
See NCADNEMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other financial
aid during 99-2000 school year.

NCADNVET
See NCADNEMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other financial
aid during 99-2000 school year.

NCAMNVET
See NCADNEMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other financial
aid during 99-2000 school year.
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NCADNFOR
See NCADNEMP for description.
Applies to: Non U.S. citizens who received other
financial aid during 99-2000 school year.

NCAMNFOR
See NCADNEMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other
financial aid during 99-2000 school year.

NCADNPRV
See NCADNEMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other
financial aid during99-2000 school year.

NCAMNPRV
See NCADNEMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other
financial aid during99-2000 school year.

NCADNOTH
See NCADNEMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other
financial aid during99-2000 school year.

NCAMNOTH
See NCADNEMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other
financial aid during99-2000 school year.

NCFAMN99
How much did you borrow from family and
friends to attend[YNPSCHL]
for the 99-2000 school year?
RANGE: ($0 - $100,000)
Applies to: All respondents.

NCGRTCT
During the 1999-2000 school year, did you
receive any grants or scholarships to
attend[NATARGET] ?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents whose TARGET school is
not the NPSAS school.

NCPELLT
Did you receive a Pell grant to attend [NATARGET] ?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Undergraduate respondents whose
TARGET school is not the NPSAS school.

NCSRCT1
What \ [if NCPELLT eq <1>]other \grants or
scholarships did you receive to attend[NATARGET] ?
Please exclude any aid that was not administered
through the financial aid office.
ENTER 0 FOR NONE OR NO MORE
Name of Grant/Scholarship Source Amount
(I/S/O) ($0-50,000)
ncotht1  ncsrct1  ncamtt1
ncotht2  ncsrct2  ncamtt2
ncotht3  ncsrct3  ncamtt3
ncotht4  ncsrct4  ncamtt4
ncotht5  ncsrct5  ncamtt5
ncotht6  ncsrct6  ncamtt6
Applies to: Respondents who received a
grant/scholarship from TARGET school.

NCAMTT1
Amount of grant/scholarship-1-TARGET
See NCSRCT1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received a
grant/scholarship from TARGET school.

NCSRCT2
See NCSRCT1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received a
grant/scholarship from TARGET school.

NCAMTT2
Amount of grant/scholarship-2-TARGET
See NCSRCT1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received a
grant/scholarship from TARGET school.

NCSRCT3
See NCSRCT1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received a
grant/scholarship from TARGET school.
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NCAMTT3
Amount of grant/scholarship-3-TARGET
See NCSRCT1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received a
grant/scholarship from TARGET school.

NCSRCT4
See NCSRCT1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received a
grant/scholarship from TARGET school.

NCAMTT4
Amount of grant/scholarship-4-TARGET
See NCSRCT1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received a
grant/scholarship from TARGET school.

NCSRCT5
See NCSRCT1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received a
grant/scholarship from TARGET school.

NCAMTT5
Amount of grant/scholarship-5-TARGET
See NCSRCT1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received a
grant/scholarship from TARGET school.

NCSRCT6
See NCSRCT1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received a
grant/scholarship from TARGET school.

NCAMTT6
Amount of grant/scholarship-6-TARGET
See NCSRCT1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received a
grant/scholarship from TARGET school.

NCFEDLT
Did you receive any federal student loans to
attend[NATARGET]
during the 99-2000 school year?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents whose TARGET school is
not the NPSAS school.

NCOTADT
Did you receive any financial aid during the99-2000
school year that did not come from the financial aid
office at[NATARGET] ?
Please exclude any money that came from your
family.
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents whose TARGET school is not
the NPSAS school.

NCADTEMP
Did you receive...
ENTER 1 = YES 2 = NO AMOUNT RECEIVED
Employer Assistance? (ncadtemp)
Range ($1-$100,000) (ncamtemp)
A personal loan from a bank
or private organization? (ncadtcom)
Range ($1-$150,000) (ncamtcom)
Veteran's benefits? (ncadtvet)
Range ($1-$25,000) (ncamtvet)
[if NBCITZN eq <2> or NBCITZN eq <3>]
Aid from a foreign government?(ncadtfor)
Range ($1-$150,000) (ncamtfor)
Grants/Scholarships from a private
organization? (ncadtprv)
Range ($1-$30,000) (ncamtprv)
Aid from some other source
(excluding family and friends)? (ncadtoth)
Range ($1-$75,000) (ncamtoth)
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend TARGET.

NCAMTEMP
See NCADTEMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend TARGET.

NCADTCOM
See NCADTEMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend TARGET.

NCAMTCOM
See NCADTEMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend TARGET.
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NCADTVET
See NCADTEMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend TARGET.

NCAMTVET
See NCADTEMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend TARGET.

NCADTFOR
See NCADTEMP for description.
Applies to: Non U.S. citizens who received other
aid for TARGET.

NCAMTFOR
See NCADTEMP for description.
Applies to: Non U.S. citizens who received other
aid to attend TARGET.

NCADTPRV
See NCADTEMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend TARGET.

NCAMTPRV
See NCADTEMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend TARGET.

NCADTOTH
See NCADTEMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend TARGET.

NCAMTOTH
See NCADTEMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend TARGET.

NCFAMT99
How much did you borrow from family and
friends to attend[NATARGET] for the
99-2000 school year?
RANGE: ($0 - $100,000)
Applies to: Respondents whose TARGET school is
not the NPSAS school.

NCGRTC1
During the 1999-2000 school year, did you receive
any grants or scholarships to attend [Other School 1] ?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who attended other school 1.

NCPELL1
Did you receive a Pell grant to attend [Other School 1]
?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Undergraduates who attended other
school 1.

NCSRC11
What \
[if NCPELL1 eq <1>]
other \
[endif]
grants or scholarships did you
receive to attend[Other School 1] ?
Please exclude any aid that was not
administered through the financial
aid office.
ENTER 0 FOR NONE OR NO MORE
Name of Grant/ScholarshipSourceAmount
(I/S/O) ($0-50,000)
ncoth11  ncsrc11  ncamt11
ncoth12  ncsrc12  ncamt12
ncoth13  ncsrc13  ncamt13
ncoth14  ncsrc14  ncamt14
ncoth15  ncsrc15  ncamt15
ncoth16  ncsrc16  ncamt16
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 1.

NCAMT11
Amount of grant/scholarship-1-TARGET
See NCSRC11 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 1

NCSRC12
See NCSRC11 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 1.
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NCAMT12
Amount of grant/scholarship-2-TARGET
See NCSRC11 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 1.

NCSRC13
See NCSRC11 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 1.

NCAMT13
Amount of grant/scholarship-3-TARGET
See NCSRC11 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 1.

NCSRC14
See NCSRC11 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 1.

NCAMT14
Amount of grant/scholarship-4-TARGET
See NCSRC11 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 1.

NCSRC15
See NCSRC11 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 1.

NCAMT15
Amount of grant/scholarship-5-TARGET
See NCSRC11 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 1.

NCSRC16
See NCSRC11 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 1.

NCAMT16
Amount of grant/scholarship-6-TARGET
See NCSRC11 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 1.

NCFEDL1
Did you receive any federal student loans to
attend[Other School 1] ?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who attended other school 1.

NCOTAD1
Did you receive any financial aid during the 99-2000
school year that did not come from the financial aid
office at [Other School 1]?
Please exclude any money that came from your
family.
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who attended other school 1.

NCAD1EMP
Did you receive...
ENTER 1 = YES 2 = NO AMOUNT RECEIVED
Employer Assistance?................................(ncad1emp)
Range ($1-$100,000) ................................(ncam1emp)
A personal loan from a bank
or private organization? ............................(ncad1com)
Range ($1-$150,000) ................................(ncam1com)
Veteran's benefits? ....................................(ncad1vet)
Range ($1-$25,000) ..................................(ncam1vet)
[if NBCITZN eq <2> or NBCITZN eq <3>]
Aid from a foreign government? ...............(ncad1for)
Range ($1-$150,000) ................................(ncam1for)
Grants/Scholarships from a private
organization? .............................................(ncad1prv)
Range ($1-$30,000) ..................................(ncam1prv)
Aid from some other source
(excluding family and friends)? ................(ncad1oth)
Range ($1-$75,000) ..................................(ncam1oth)
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 1.

NCAM1EMP
See NCAD1EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 1.
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NCAD1COM
See NCAD1EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 1.

NCAM1COM
See NCAD1EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 1.

NCAD1VET
See NCAD1EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 1.

NCAM1VET
See NCAD1EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 1.

NCAD1FOR
See NCAD1EMP for description.
Applies to: Non U.S. citizens who received other
aid to attend other school 1.

NCAM1FOR
See NCAD1EMP for description.
Applies to: Non U.S. citizens who received other
aid to attend other school 1.

NCAD1PRV
See NCAD1EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 1.

NCAM1PRV
See NCAD1EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 1.

NCAD1OTH
See NCAD1EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 1.

NCAM1OTH
See NCAD1EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend schools other school 1.

NCFAM199
How much did you borrow from family and friends to
attend[Other School 1]for the
99-2000 school year?
RANGE: ($0 - $100,000)
Applies to: Respondents who attended other school 1.

NCGRTC2
During the 1999-2000 school year, did you receive
any grants or scholarships to attend[Other School 2] ?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who attended other school 2.

NCPELL2
Did you receive a Pell grant to attend[Other School 2]
?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who attended other school 2.

NCSRC21
What \ [if NCPELL2 eq <1>]
other grants or scholarships did you receive to attend
[Other School 2] ?
Please exclude any aid that was not administered
through the financial aid office.
ENTER 0 FOR NONE OR NO MORE
Name of Grant/ScholarshipSourceAmount
(I/S/O) ($0-50,000)
ncoth21  ncsrc21  ncamt21
ncoth22  ncsrc22  ncamt22
ncoth23  ncsrc23  ncamt23
ncoth24  ncsrc24  ncamt24
ncoth25  ncsrc25  ncamt25
ncoth26  ncsrc26  ncamt26
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 2.

NCAMT21
Amount of grant/scholarship-2-TARGET
See NCSRC21 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 2.
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NCSRC22
See NCSRC21 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 2.

NCAMT22
Amount of grant/scholarship-2-TARGET
See NCSRC21 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 2.

NCSRC23
See NCSRC21 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 2.

NCAMT23
Amount of grant/scholarship-3-TARGET
See NCSRC21 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 2.

NCSRC24
See NCSRC21 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 2.

NCAMT24
Amount of grant/scholarship-4-TARGET
See NCSRC21 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 2.

NCSRC25
See NCSRC21 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 2.

NCAMT25
Amount of grant/scholarship-5-TARGET
See NCSRC21 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 2.

NCSRC26
See NCSRC21 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 2.

NCAMT26
Amount of grant/scholarship-6-TARGET
See NCSRC21 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 2.

NCFEDL2
Did you receive any federal student loans to
attend[Other School 2] ?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who attended other school 2.

NCOTAD2
Did you receive any financial aid during the 99-2000
school year that did not come from the
 financial aid office at[Other School 2] ?
Please exclude any money that came from your
family.
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who attended other school 2.

NCAD2EMP
Did you receive...
ENTER 1 = YES 2 = NO AMOUNT RECEIVED
Employer Assistance? ...............................(ncad2emp)
Range ($1-$100,000) ................................(ncam2emp)
A personal loan from a bank
or private organization? ............................(ncad2com)
Range ($1-$150,000) ................................(ncam2com)
Veteran's benefits? ....................................(ncad2vet)
Range ($1-$25,000) ..................................(ncam2vet)
[if NBCITZN eq <2> or NBCITZN eq <3>]
Aid from a foreign government?...............(ncad2for)
Range ($1-$150,000) ................................(ncam2for)
Grants/Scholarships from a private
organization? ............................................(ncad2prv)
Range ($1-$30,000)(ncam2prv)
Aid from some other source
(excluding family and friends)? ...............(ncad2oth)
Range ($1-$75,000) .................................(ncam2oth)
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 2.
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NCAM2EMP
See NCAD2EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 2.

NCAD2COM
See NCAD2EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 2.

NCAM2COM
See NCAD2EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 2.

NCAD2VET
See NCAD2EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 2.

NCAM2VET
See NCAD2EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 2.

NCAD2FOR
See NCAD2EMP for description.
Applies to: Non U.S. citizens who received other
aid to attend other school 2.

NCAM2FOR
See NCAD2EMP for description.
Applies to: Non U.S. citizens who received other
aid to attend other school 2.

NCAD2PRV
See NCAD2EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 2.

NCAM2PRV
See NCAD2EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 2.

NCAD2OTH
See NCAD2EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 2.

NCAM2OTH
See NCAD2EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 2.

NCFAM299
How much did you borrow from family and
friends to attend[Other School 2(<3>)]
for the 99-2000 school year?
RANGE: ($0 - $100,000)
Applies to: Respondents who attended other school 2.

NCGRTC3
During the 1999-2000 school year, did you
receive any grants or scholarshipsto
attend[Other School 3] ?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who attended other school 3.

NCPELL3
Did you receive a Pell grant to attend
[Other School 3] ?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who attended other school 3.

NCSRC31
What \
[if NCPELL3 eq <1>]other grants or scholarships did
you receive to attend[Other School 3] ?
Please exclude any aid that was not administered
through the financial aid office.
ENTER 0 FOR NONE OR NO MORE
Name of Grant/ScholarshipSourceAmount
(I/S/O) ($0-50,000)
ncoth31  ncsrc31  ncamt31
ncoth32  ncsrc32  ncamt32
ncoth33  ncsrc33  ncamt33
ncoth34  ncsrc34  ncamt34
ncoth35  ncsrc35  ncamt35
ncoth36  ncsrc36  ncamt36
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 3.
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NCAMT31
Amount of grant/scholarship-3-TARGET
See NCOTH31 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 3.

NCSRC32
See NCOTH31 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 3.

NCAMT32
Amount of grant/scholarship-3-TARGET
See NCOTH31 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 3.

NCSRC33
See NCOTH31 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 3.

NCAMT33
Amount of grant/scholarship-3-TARGET
See NCOTH31 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 3.

NCSRC34
See NCOTH31 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 3.

NCAMT34
Amount of grant/scholarship-4-TARGET
See NCOTH31 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 3.

NCSRC35
See NCOTH31 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 3.

NCAMT35
Amount of grant/scholarship-5-TARGET
See NCOTH31 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 3.

NCSRC36
See NCOTH31 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 3.

NCAMT36
Amount of grant/scholarship-6-TARGET
See NCOTH31 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received
grants/scholarships from other school 3.

NCFEDL3
Did you receive any federal student loans to
attend[Other School 3] ?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who attended other school 3.

NCOTAD3
Did you receive any financial aid during the
99-2000 school year that did not come from the
financial aid office at[Other School 3] ?
Please exclude any money that came from your
family.
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who attended other school 3.
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NCAD3EMP
Did you receive...
ENTER 1 = YES 2 = NO AMOUNT RECEIVED
Employer
Assistance?................................(ncad3emp)
Range ($1-
$100,000).................................(ncam3emp)
A personal loan from a bank
 or private
organization?............................(ncad3com)
Range ($1-
$150,000).................................(ncam3com)
Veteran's
benefits?.....................................(ncad3vet)
Range ($1-
$25,000)...................................(ncam3vet)
[if NBCITZN eq <2> or NBCITZN eq <3>]
Aid from a foreign
government?................(ncad3for)
Range ($1-
$150,000)..................................(ncam3for)
Grants/Scholarships from a private
organization?..............................................(ncad3
prv)
Range ($1-
$30,000)...................................(ncam3prv)
Aid from some other source
(excluding family and
friends)?.................(ncad3oth)
Range ($1-
$75,000)...................................(ncam3oth)
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 3.

NCAM3EMP
See NCAD3EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 3.

NCAD3COM
See NCAD3EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 3.

NCAM3COM
See NCAD3EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 3.

NCAD3VET
See NCAD3EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 3.

NCAM3VET
See NCAD3EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 3.

NCAD3FOR
See NCAD3EMP for description.
Applies to: Non U.S. citizens who received other aid
to attend other school 3.

NCAM3FOR
See NCAD3EMP for description.
Applies to: Non U.S. citizens who received other aid
to attend other school 3.

NCAD3PRV
See NCAD3EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 3.

NCAM3PRV
See NCAD3EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 3.

NCAD3OTH
See NCAD3EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 3.

NCAM3OTH
See NCAD3EMP for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received other aid to
attend other school 3.

NCFAM399
How much did you borrow from family and
friends to attend[Other School 3]
for the 99-2000 school year?
RANGE: ($0 - $100,000)
Applies to: Respondents who attended other school 3.
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NCUGLN
The next questions are about how you paid for
your education after graduating from high school.
Other than any money you may have borrowed
from family or friends , how much \
[if NACATIST eq <1>]
have you already borrowed in student loans for
your undergraduate education?
[else]
did you borrow in student loans for your
undergraduate education?
[endif]
AMOUNT (RANGE: $0 - $150,000):
Applies to: All respondents.

NCFEDGL
How much of \
if NCUGLN gt <0>]
the $[NCUGLN] \
[else]
that amount is infederal student loans?
ENTER F5 FOR ALL OF IT
AMOUNT (RANGE: $0 - $150,000):
Applies to: Respondents with undergraduate
loans.

NCFEDGO
How much of \
[if NCFEDGL gt <0>]
the $[NCFEDGL]
[else]
that amount do you still owe?
ENTER F5 FOR ALL OF IT
AMOUNT (RANGE: $0 - $150,000):
Applies to: Respondents with Federal
undergraduate loans.

NCGRLN
Other than any money you may have borrowed
from family or friends, how much have you
already borrowed in student loans for your
graduate education?
AMOUNT (RANGE: $0 - $150,000):
Applies to: Graduate/first-professional students.

NCFEDRL
How much of \
[if NCGRLN gt <0>]
the $[ NCGRLN] \
[else]
that amount is in federal student loans?
ENTER F5 FOR ALL OF IT
AMOUNT (RANGE: $0 - 150,000):
Applies to: Graduate/first-professional students with
graduate loans.

NCFEDRO
How much of \
[if NCFEDRL gt <0>]
the $[NCFEDRL]
[else]
that amount do you still owe?
ENTER F5 FOR ALL OF IT
AMOUNT (RANGE: $0 - $150,000):
Applies to: Graduate/first-professional students with
graduate loans.

NCFAMLN
[if NCFAMN99 gt <0>]
Including the $[NCFAMN99] you borrowed
from family and friends for the 99-2000 school year,
how much
money have you borrowed from family and friends to
pay for
your education since high school ?
[else]
How much money have you borrowed from family
and friends to pay for your education since high
school ?
[endif]
[if NADEGN gt <4>]
Please include any money you may have borrowed for
your graduate education.
AMOUNT (RANGE $0 - 100,000):
Applies to: All respondents.

NCFAMO
How much of \
[if NCFAMLN gt <0>]
the $[NCFAMLN] \
[else]
that amount do you still owe?
ENTER F5 FOR ALL OF IT
AMOUNT (RANGE: $0 - $100,000):
Applies to: Respondents who have borrowed from
family to pay for education since high school.
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NCFAMRL
How much of \ [if NCFAMLN gt <0>]
the $[NCFAMLN] \ [else]that amount was for
your graduate education?
ENTER F5 FOR ALL OF IT
AMOUNT (RANGE: $0 - $100,000):
Applies to: Respondents who borrowed from
family to pay for graduate education.

NCBONDS
ENTER
1 = YES
2 = NO
In paying for your college expenses for the 99-
2000 school year, did you \
[if NBPARST eq <6> or (NBDCSD eq <3> and
NBGUARD ne <1>) and AGE lt <30>]
[else][if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq
<2> or NBCARE eq <>)and AGE lt <30>]
or your guardians \
[else][if (NBGRDTYP eq <1> or NBGRDTYP eq
<2>) and
(NBCARE eq <2> or NBCARE eq <>)
and AGE lt <30>]
or your guardian \
[else][if (NBDCSD eq <1> or NBDCSD eq <2>)
and NBGUARD eq <2>
and AGE lt <30>]
or your parent \
[else][if AGE lt <30>]
or your parents \
[else][if AGE ge <30>]
[else]
or your parent(s)/guardian(s) use...
U. S. Savings
Bonds?.................................(ncbonds)
A state-sponsored college savings
plan?..............(ncstsav)
A tuition prepayment
plan?...........................(ncprepay)
A home equity
loan?..................................(ncequity)
Applies to: All respondents.

NCSTSAV
Use state-savings plan
See NCBONDS for description.
Applies to: All respondents.

NCPREPAY
Use tuition prepayment plan
See NCBONDS for description.
Applies to: All respondents.

NCEQUITY
Used home equity loan
See NCBONDS for description.
Applies to: All respondents.

NCPRETYP
What type of prepayment plan did you use?
Was it...
1 = A state-based plan?
2 = A school-based plan?
3 = Or some other kind of private plan?
Applies to: Respondents who used prepayment plan to
pay for 1999-2000 education.

NCHOPE
When you filed your 1999 taxes, did you \
[if NBPARST eq <6> or (NBDCSD eq <3> and
NBGUARD ne <1>) and AGE lt <25>]
[else][if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq
<2> or NBCARE eq <>)
and AGE lt <25>]
or your guardians \
[else][if (NBGRDTYP eq <1> or NBGRDTYP eq
<2>) and
(NBCARE eq <2> or NBCARE eq <>)
and AGE lt <25>]
or your guardian \
[else][if (NBDCSD eq <1> or NBDCSD eq <2>)
and NBGUARD eq <2>
and AGE lt <25>]
or your parent \
[else][if AGE lt <25>]
or your parents \
[else]
or your parent(s)/guardian(s) claim the federal Hope
Scholarship tax credit?
1 = YES
2 = NO (OR NEVER HEARD OF IT)
Applies to: Respondents in first or second year of
undergraduate study.
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NCLIFTIM
Did you \
[if NBPARST eq <6> or (NBDCSD eq <3> and
NBGUARD ne <1>) and AGE lt <25>]
[else][if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq
<2>or NBCARE eq <>)
and AGE lt <25>]
or your guardians \
[else][if (NBGRDTYP eq <1> or NBGRDTYP eq
<2>) and
(NBCARE eq <2> or NBCARE eq <>)
and AGE lt <25>]
or your guardian \
[else][if (NBDCSD eq <1> or NBDCSD eq <2>)
and NBGUARD eq <2>
and AGE lt <25>]
 or your parent \
[else][if AGE lt <25>]
or your parents \
[else]
or your parent(s)/guardian(s) claim the federal
Lifetime Learning tax credit when you filed your
taxes in 1999?
1 = YES
2 = NO (OR NEVER HEARD OF IT)
Applies to: All respondents except those in first or
second year of undergraduate study.

NCCRD00
Are you planning to claim the Hope or Lifetime
credit when you file your 2000 income tax?
0 =NOT PLANNING TO BE ENROLLED THIS

YEAR
1 =YES - HOPE SCHOLARSHIP TAX CREDIT
3 =YES - LIFETIME LEARNING TAX

CREDIT
4 =NO
Applies to: Respondents who used tax credit.

NCCREDIT
Did the availability of the tax credit help
you make the decision to enroll in school?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who used tax credit.

NCSCHRES
When you last attended[NATARGET]
during the 99-2000 school year, did you live...
IF MORE THAN ONE RESIDENCE, GIVE THE
PLACE LIVED THE LONGEST
1 =On campus in school-owned housing,
2 =Off campus in school-owned housing,
3 =In a fraternity or sorority house,
4 =In an apartment or house other than with parents or

guardians,
5 =With your parents or guardians,
6 =With other relatives, or
7 =Some place else?
Applies to: All respondents.

NCOTHRES
[if NACURENR eq <1>]
Did you live with \
[if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq <2>
or NBCARE eq <>)]
your guardians
[else][if (NBGRDTYP eq <1> or NBGRDTYP eq
<2>) and
(NBCARE eq <2> or NBCARE eq <>)]
your guardian
[else][if (NBDCSD eq <1> or NBDCSD eq <2>)
and NBGUARD eq <2>]
your parent
[else]
your parents when you were not in school during the
99-00 school year?
[else]
Did you live with \
[if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq <2>
or NBCARE eq <>)]
your guardians
[else][if (NBGRDTYP eq <1> or NBGRDTYP eq
<2>) and
(NBCARE eq <2> or NBCARE eq <>)]
your guardian
[else][if (NBDCSD eq <1> or NBDCSD eq <2>)
and NBGUARD eq <2>]
your parent
[else]
your parents when you were not in school during the
99-00 school year?
[endif]
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents under age 30.
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NCPAYPAR
[if NBPARST eq <5> and NBDCSD eq <3> and
NBGUARD ne <1>]
Did you \
[else]
Did you \
[endif]
pay \
[if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq <2>
or NBCARE eq <>)]
your guardians room and board to live with them
during the
99-00 school year?
[else][if (NBGRDTYP eq <1> or NBGRDTYP eq
<2>) and
(NBCARE eq <2> or NBCARE eq <>)]
your guardian room and
board to live with him/her during the 99-00
school year?
[else][if (NBDCSD eq <1> or NBDCSD eq <2>)
and NBGUARD eq <2>]
your parent room and board to live with him/her
during the 99-00 school year?
[else]
your parents room and board to live with them
during the 99-00 school year?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents under age 30 who lived
with parents/guardians during the 99/00 school
year.

NCPARTUI
Did anyone, such as \
[if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq <2>
or NBCARE eq <>)]
your guardians,
[else][if (NBGRDTYP eq <1> or NBGRDTYP eq
<2>) and
(NBCARE eq <2> or NBCARE eq <>)]
your guardian, [else][if (NBDCSD eq <1> or
NBDCSD eq <2>)
and NBGUARD eq <2>]
your parent,
[else]
your parents, pay your tuition and fees on your
behalf for the 99-2000 school year?
0 = NONE
1 = YES - SOME OF IT
3 = YES - ALL OF IT
Applies to: Respondents under age 30.

NCSCHSUP
Did anyone give you money for school-related
expenses for the 1999-2000 school year?
Please do not include money given for tuition.
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents under age 30.

NCSUPAMT
How much (were you given for school-related
expenses other than tuition)?
Range ($1-100,000):
Applies to: Respondents under age 30.

NCSUPEST
Was it...
1 = Under $1,000
2 = $1,000 or more?
Applies to: Respondents under 30 who need to
estimate amount of parent support for school-related
expenses.

NCCSTBKS
During the 99-2000 school year, about how much did
you spend on...
Books and supplies for classes?
RANGE ($0 - $5,000) :
Special equipment, such as computers, microscopes,
and tools?
RANGE ($0 - $15,000) :
Applies to: All respondents.

NCCMPTR
Cost of computers and special equipment
See NCCSTBKS for description.
Applies to: All respondents.

NCOUTST
At [NATARGET],
did you pay out-of-state or out-of-district tuition or
fees during the 99-00 school year?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who attend public
institutions.
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NCREPAY
Are you currently repaying any student loans
other than to family and friends?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: All respondents.

NCRPYAMT
How much do you pay each month
on your student loans?
RANGE ($25 - $5,000):
Applies to: Respondents in loan repayment.

NCRPYPAR
Are your \
[if NBPARST le <5>]
parents \
[else]
guardians \
[endif]
helping you to repay your student loans?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents under 30 in loan
repayment.
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NDNUMJOB
My next questions have to do with jobs you've
held
while you were enrolled at [NATARGET]
during the 99-2000 school year.
[if YWORKST eq <1>]
Including any work study jobs you may have,
how many
jobs for pay did you have during the 1999-2000
school year?
[else][if YASSIST eq <1>]
Including any assistantships you may have, how
many jobs for pay did you have during the 1999-
2000 school year?
[else]
How many jobs for pay did you have
during the 1999-2000 school year?
[endif][endif]
VERIFY NUMBER OF JOBS OVER 4.
COUNT ONLY UNIQUE JOBS.
RANGE (0-9):
Applies to: All respondents.

NDHOURS
During the 99-2000 school year, how many hours
did you work per week while you were enrolled ?
PLEASE EXCLUDE SUMMER HOURS IF
NOT ENROLLED DURING THE SUMMER.
RANGE (0-99):
Applies to: Respondents who worked while
enrolled.

NDENRWRK
While you were enrolled and working,
would you say you were primarily...
1 = A student working to meet expenses or
2 = An employee who decided to enroll in
school?
Applies to: Respondents who worked while
enrolled.

NDWRKRSN
What was your main reason for working while
you were enrolled? Was it to...
1 = Earn spending money?
2 = Pay tuition, fees, or living expenses? or
3 = Gain job experience?
Applies to: Respondents who are primarily
students who work.

NDCOOP1
During the 99-2000 school year, did you participate
in a paid internship, apprenticeship, work study,
cooperative education program, or assistantship?
COLLECT UP TO 3.ENTER 0 FOR NONE.
1 = INTERNSHIP
2 = APPRENTICESHIP
3 = WORK STUDY
4 = COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
5 = ASSISTANTSHIP
Applies to: Respondents who worked while enrolled,
excluding graduate students who have already reported
having an assistantship.

NDCOOP2
Internship/apprenticeship/work-study-2
See NDCOOP1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who worked while enrolled,
excluding graduate students who have already reported
having an assistantship.

NDCOOP3
Internship/apprenticeship/work-study-3
See NDCOOP1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who worked while enrolled,
excluding graduate students who have already reported
having an assistantship.

NDWCMSRV
Was your work study job part of a community
service project?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Undergraduate respondents with work-study.

NDLTRCY
Was your work study job involved with literacy
education or some other tutoring?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Undergraduate respondents with work-study.

NDOCCCD
Enrolled occupation-code
Applies to: Respondents who worked while enrolled, who
provided
a valid occupation string.
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NDONOFF
Was your job located primarily on or off campus?
1 = ON CAMPUS
2 = OFF CAMPUS
3 = BOTH ON AND OFF CAMPUS
Applies to: Respondents who worked while
enrolled.

NDSCHEMP
Were you working for [NATARGET]
or for someone else?
1 = [NATARGET]
2 = SOMEONE ELSE
3 = SELF-EMPLOYED
Applies to: Respondents who worked while
enrolled.

NDEMPTYP
Were you working for...
READ OPTIONS AS NEEDED.
1 =A private, for profit company?
2 = A NONPROFIT OR PRIVATE, NOT-FOR-

PROFIT COMPANY
3 = A LOCAL GOVERNMENT
4 = A STATE GOVERNMENT
5 = THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT (INCLUDING

CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES OF THE MILITARY)
6 = THE MILITARY (INCLUDING THE

NATIONAL GUARD)
7 = THE SCHOOL
Applies to: Non self-employed respondents who
worked while enrolled.

NDXINDCD
Enrolled industry-code
Applies to: Respondents who worked for private
for-profit or
not-for-profit company while enrolled.

NDRELMAJ
Would you say your job \
[if NDOCCENR eq <-1> or NDOCCENR eq <-
2>]
as an employee as a/an [NDOCCENR]
is related to your major at [NATARGET]?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who worked while
enrolled.

NDPREMP
Did you have this job before you
enrolled at [NATARGET]?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who worked while enrolled.

NDSTLEMP
Do you still have this job?
INTERVIEWER:PROBE IF NO
0 = NO
1 = YES
3 = SAME JOB, DIFFERENT EMPLOYER
4 = DIFFERENT JOB, SAME EMPLOYER
Applies to: Respondents who worked while enrolled.

NDSTPE
Date of job termination
Applies to: Respondents who no longer have same job held
while enrolled.

NDCURWRK
Are you working anywhere now?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who no longer have same job as
while enrolled.

NDEARN
How much did you earn from \ [if NDNUMJOB eq <1> or
NDNUMJOB lt <0>]the job [else][if NDNUMJOB gt
<1>]
all jobs you held while you were enrolled for the 99-2000
school year?
EXCLUDE SUMMER EARNINGS IF NOT ENROLLED
DURING THE SUMMER
RANGE ($10.00 - $100,000):
Was that $[NDEARN] for the entire school year?
1 = ENTIRE YEAR
2 = PER TERM/SEMESTER
3 = PER MONTH
4 = PER WEEK
Applies to: Respondents who worked while enrolled.

NDEARNT
Time period for earnings
See NDEARN for description.
Applies to: Respondents who worked while enrolled.
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NDEARNS
How many \ [if NDEARN eq <1> or NDEARN
eq <2>]
terms \ [else][if NDEARN eq <3>]months \
[else][if NDEARN eq <4>]weeks did you work
during the 99-2000 school year?
RANGE (1-[NDlEARN]):
Applies to: Respondents who worked while
enrolled, who reported earnings in a unit of time
other than a year.

NDTOTERN
Total calculated earnings for school year
Applies to: Respondents who worked while
enrolled.

NDWKSWK
Would you say you worked during all the weeks
you were enrolled, most of them, half of them, or
less than half?
1 = ALL
2 = MOST
3 = HALF
4 = LESS THAN HALF
Applies to: Respondents who worked while
enrolled.

NDCLASS
Earlier you said you received a teaching
assistantship
from [NATARGET].
As part of that assistantship, did you...
Have full teaching responsibility for one or more
courses ?
1 = YES
2 = NO
[if NDCLASS eq <1>]
How many contact hours per week did you have?
RANGE (1-40):
Applies to: Graduate students with a teaching
assistantship.

NDCLSHRS
Number of contact hours-class
See NDCLASS for description.
Applies to: Graduate students with a teaching
assistantship.

NDDISC
[if NDCLASS eq <1>]
Did you lead \
[else]
Lead \
[endif]
discussion sections for
faculty-taught courses?
1 = YES
2 = NO
[if NDDISC eq <1>]
How many contact hours per week did you have?
RANGE (1-40):
Applies to: Graduate students with a teaching
assistantship.

NDDISHRS
Number of contact hours-discussion
See NDDISC for description.
Applies to: Graduate students with a teaching
assistantship.

NDLAB
[if NDCLASS eq <1>]
Did you supervise \
[else]
Supervise \
[endif]
lab sections for
faculty-taught courses?
1 = YES
2 = NO
[if NDLAB eq <1>]
How many contact hours per week did you have?
RANGE (1-40):
Applies to: Graduate students with a teaching
assistantship.

NDLABHRS
Number of contact hours-lab
See NDLAB for description.
Applies to: Graduate students with a teaching
assistantship.
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NDGRADE
[if NDCLASS eq <1>]
Did you assist \
[else]
Assist \
[endif]
the faculty with grading or
other instruction-related activities?
1 = YES
2 = NO
[if NDGRADE eq <1>]
How many hours did that require per week?
RANGE (1-40):
Applies to: Graduate students with a teaching
assistantship.

NDGRAHRS
Number of hours required-grading
See NDGRADE for description.
Applies to: Graduate students with a teaching
assistantship.

NDOFFICE
As part of your teaching assistantship, did you
hold office hours?
1 = YES
2 = NO
[if NDOFFICE eq <1>]
On average, how many office hours do you hold
each week?
F5 = NO MINIMUM HOURS
REQUIRED RANGE (1-40):
Applies to: Graduate students with a teaching
assistantship.

NDOFFHRS
Number of office hours/week
See NDOFFICE for description.
Applies to: Graduate students with a teaching
assistantship.

NDAFFORD
Could you have afforded to attend school if you
had not worked?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who are primarily
students who worked.

NDSUMMR
Did you work for pay during the summer of 1999?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Undergraduate respondents under 25.

NDSMRHR
How many hours per week did you typically work during
the summer of 1999?
RANGE (1-80):
Applies to: Undergraduate respondents under 25 that
worked during the summer of 1999.

NDSMRSAV
In dollars, about how much of your summer earnings
would you estimate you saved to pay for educational
expenses during the 99-2000 school year?
RANGE ($0 - $10,000):
Applies to: Undergraduate respondents under 25 that
worked during the summer of 1999.

NDRSTRCT
[if NDLNEXT eq NDRAND1]
Did having a job while you were
going to school...
[else]
(Did having a job while you were
going to school...)
[endif]
Restrict your choice of classes?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who are primarily students who
work.

NDLIMCLS
[if NDLNEXT eq NDRAND1]
Did having a job while you were
going to school...
[else]
(Did having a job while you were
going to school...)
[endif]
Limit the number of classes you could take?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who are primarily students who
work
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NDLIMSCH
[if NDLNEXT eq NDRAND1]
Did having a job while you were
going to school...
[else]
(Did having a job while you were
going to school...)
[endif]
Limit the class schedule you could have?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who are primarily
students who work.

NDLIMLIB
[if NDLNEXT eq NDRAND1]
Did having a job while you were going to
school... [else]
(Did having a job while you were going to
school...)
[endif]Limit your access to the library?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who are primarily
students who work.

NDHLPCLS
[if NDLNEXT eq NDRAND1]
Did having a job while you were
going to school...
[else]
(Did having a job while you were
going to school...)
[endif]
Help you with class work?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who are primarily
students who work.

NDHLPCAR
[if NDLNEXT eq NDRAND1]
Did having a job while you were going to school...
[else]
(Did having a job while you were going to school...)
[endif]
Help you with career preparation?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who are primarily students who
work.

NDEFFGRD
Would you say that working while you were going to
school had a positive effect, a negative effect, or no effect
on the grades you earned?
1 = POSITIVE EFFECT
2 = NEGATIVE EFFECT
3 = NO EFFECT
Applies to: Respondents who are primarily students who
work.

NDENRICH
[if NDLNXT2 eq NDRAND2]
Was the following an important consideration
in your decision to go to school while you
were working....
[else]
(Was the following an important consideration
in your decision to go to school while you
were working....)
[endif]
Personal enrichment or interest in the subject?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Employees who decide to enroll in school.

NDADDED
[if NDLNXT2 eq NDRAND2]
Was the following an important consideration
in your decision to go to school while you
 were working....
[else]
(Was the following an important consideration
in your decision to go to school while you
were working....)
[endif]
Obtaining additional education that is
required by your job?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Employees who decide to enroll in school.
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NDCAREER
[if NDLNXT2 eq NDRAND2]
Was the following an important consideration
in your decision to go to school while you
 were working....
[else]
(Was the following an important consideration
in your decision to go to school while you
were working....)
[endif]
Gaining skills to advance in your current job
or for a new career?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Employees who decide to enroll in
school.

NDDEGREE
[if NDLNXT2 eq NDRAND2]
Was the following an important consideration
in your decision to go to school while you
were working....
[else]
(Was the following an important consideration
in your decision to go to school while you
were working....)
[endif]
Completing a degree or certificate program?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Employees who decide to enroll in
school.

NDEXPWRK
Did \
[if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq <2>
or NBCARE eq <>)]
your guardians \
[else][if (NBGRDTYP eq <1> or NBGRDTYP eq
<2>) and
(NBCARE eq <2> or NBCARE eq <>)]
your guardian \
[else][if (NBDCSD eq <1> or NBDCSD eq <2>)
and NBGUARD eq <2>]
your parent \
[else]
your parents expect you to have a job
for pay during the 99-2000 school year?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Undergraduate respondents under 25
with parents/guardians.

NDHRSEXP
How many hours per week did \
[if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq <2>
or NBCARE eq <>)]
they [else][if (NBGRDTYP eq <1> or NBGRDTYP eq
<2>) and
(NBCARE eq <2> or NBCARE eq <>)]
he/she [else][if (NBDCSD eq <1> or NBDCSD eq <2>)
and NBGUARD eq <2>]
he/she [else]
they expect you to work?
 RANGE (1-40):
Applies to: Undergraduate respondents under 25 whose
parents expect them to work while enrolled.

NDLICENS
For some jobs, licensing or certification is required. How
many licenses do you hold?
RANGE (0-4):
Applies to: All respondents.

NDLIC1
Which license(s) or certificate(s) do you hold?
COLLECT UP TO 3 (ENTER 0 FOR NO MORE.)
1 = AUTOMOTIVE

MECHANIC REPAIR
13 =INSURANCE

UNDERWRITING
2 = BUSINESS (BROKER,

CPA, REALTOR)
14 =LAW OR LEGAL (NOT

PARALEGAL)
3 = CHILD CARE DAY

CARE TEACHER AIDE
15 =LEGAL ASSISTANT

PARALEGAL
4 = COMMERCIAL

OPERATOR/TRANSPO
RT

16 =MEDICAL (PHYSICIAN)

5 = COMMUNICATIONS
BROADCAST (FCC)

17 =MED/DENTAL ECH. OR
THERAPIST/EMT

6 = CMPTR, ELECTRONIC,
TV, VCR REPAIR

18 =VENDOR SPECIFIC
CERT(MCSE/NOVELL)

7 = CMPTR
PROGRAMMER
SYSTEMS TECH

19 =NURSE AIDE/HOME
HEALTH AIDE

8 = COSMETOLOGY,
BEAUTICIAN,
BARBER

20 =NURSING (RN, LPN)

9 = COUNSELOR,
PSYCHOLOGIST

21 =PERSONAL SVCS
(MASSAGE THERAPY)

10 = CRAFTS
(ELECTRICIAN
CRPNTR MASON)

22 =PHARMACY

12 = FOOD SERVICES 24 =OTHER LICENSE OR
CERTIFICATE

Applies to: Respondents who hold licenses.

NDLIC2
See NDLIC1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who hold licenses.
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NDLIC3
See NDLIC1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who hold licenses.

NDINT1
During the 99-2000 school year, did you
participate
in an unpaid internship, apprenticeship, or
cooperative
education program?
COLLECT UP TO 3.ENTER 0 FOR NONE.
1 = INTERNSHIP
3 = APPRENTICESHIP
4 = COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
Applies to: Respondents who did not work while
enrolled in 99-00.

NDINT2
See NDINT1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who did not work while
enrolled in 99-00.

NDINT3
See NDINT1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who did not work while
enrolled in 99-00.

NDCOMSRV
Did you do any community service or
volunteer work during the past year,
other than court-ordered service ?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: All respondents.

NDVLTP1
(What was the community service or volunteer work that
you
did?)/
What did you do?
ENTER 0 FOR NO MORE
1 = TUTORING, OTHER EDUCATION-RELATED

WITH KIDS
2 = OTHER WORK WITH KIDS (COACHING,

SPORTS, BIG BROTHER/SISTER ETC.)
3 = FUNDRAISING (NOT POLITICAL)
4 = FUNDRAISING (POLITICAL)
5 = HOMELESS SHELTER/SOUP KITCHEN
6 = TELEPHONE CRISIS CENTER/RAPE

CRISIS/INTERVENTION
7 = NEIGHBORHOOD IMPROVEMENT/CLEAN-

UP/HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
8 = HEALTH SERVICES/HOSPITAL, NURSING

HOME, GROUP HOME
9 = ADULT LITERACY PROJECT
10 = SERVICE TO THE CHURCH
11 = VOLUNTEER FIRE/EMT
12 = OTHER
Applies to: Respondents who volunteered in the past year.

NDVLTP2
See NDVLTP1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who volunteered in the past year.

NDVLTP3
See NDVLTP1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who volunteered in the past year.

NDVLGRAD
Was your volunteer work required
for your undergraduate program?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Undergraduates who volunteered in the past
year.

NDVLHRS
On average, how many hours per month did you
volunteer in the last 12 months?
F5 = ONE TIME EVENT
RANGE (1-160):
Applies to: Respondents who volunteered in the past year.
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NDDEP99
Now I'd like to ask you a few questions about
your income.
Did anyone claim you as a dependent
on their 1999 taxes?
0 = NO
1 = YES, PARENTS/GUARDIANS
3 = YES, ANOTHER INDIVIDUAL
Applies to: Aid non-applicants.

NDDEP00
Will anyone be claiming you as a
dependent on their 2000 taxes?
0 = NO
1 = YES, PARENTS/GUARDIANS
3 = YES, ANOTHER INDIVIDUAL
Applies to: Aid non-applicants.

NDINC9
Now I'd like to ask you a few questions about
your
income in calendar year 1999.(Your 1999
calendar
year income includes money earned both while
you
were enrolled in school and while you were not
enrolled or on break.)
How much did you earn from work in 1999?
RANGE ($0 - $3,000,000):
Applies to: All respondents.

NDINC9V
Let me make sure I entered that correctly.
Your income for 1999 was:$[NDINC9]?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Aid non-applicants who report a 1999
income greater than 1,000,000.

NDINC8E
Was the amount you earned in 1998 about
the same as you earned in 1999?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Aid non-applicants.

NDINC8
How much did you earn from
work in 1998?
RANGE ($0 - $3,000,000):
Applies to: Aid non-applicants whose 1998 earnings were
not the same as 1999.

NDINC99
How much would you estimate your
spouse earned from work in 1999?
RANGE ($0 - $3,000,000):
Note: Values over $500,000 were recoded as
$500,000.Values between
$0 and $100 were recoded as $100.
Applies to: Married aid non-applicants.

NDINS8E
Was the amount your spouse earned in 1998
about the same as \
[if NBGENDR eq <2>]
he \
[else][if NBGENDR eq <1>]
she earned in 1999?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Married aid non-applicants.

NDINC98
How much did your spouse
earn from work in 1998?
RANGE ($0 - $3,000,000):
Applies to: Married aid non-applicants whose spouse's
earnings were not the same in 1998 as in 1999.
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NDOIN99
[if TOTAL WORK INCOME gt <0>]
Including the $[TOTAL WORK INCOME] that
you \
[else]
What was the total income that you \
[endif]
[if NBMARR eq <2>]
and your spouse
[else]
[endif]
[if TOTAL WORK INCOME gt <0>]
earned from work, what was your total income
[else]
earned from all sources , prior to taxes and
deductions, for 1999?
Please exclude any student financial aid,
scholarships, or grants you may have received for
the year.
NOTE: IF R IS UNSURE, PROBE FOR
AMOUNT TO THE NEAREST THOUSAND
F5 = SAME AS AMOUNT EARNED
FROM WORK RANGE ($0 - $3,000,000):$
Applies to: All respondents who provided valid
work-income values.

NDOIN98E
Was the amount you earned in 1998 (from
sources of income
other than your salary\
[if NBMARR eq <2>]
and your spouse's salary)
about the same as you earned in 1999?
[else]
about the same as you earned in 1999?
[endif]
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Aid non-applicants.

NDOIN98
[if TOTAL 1998 WORK INCOME gt <0>]
Including the $[TOTAL 1998 WORK INCOME] that you
\
[else]
Including the income that you \
[endif]
[if NBMARR eq <2>]
and your spouse
[else]
[endif]
[if TOTAL 1998 WORK INCOME gt <0>]
earned from work,
[else]
earned,
[endif]
what was your total income, from all sources ,
prior to taxes and deductions, for 1998?
Please exclude any student financial aid, scholarships,
or grants you may have received for the year.
NOTE: IF R IS UNSURE, PROBE FOR AMOUNT TO
THE NEAREST THOUSAND
F5 = SAME AS AMOUNT EARNED FROM
WORK RANGE ($0 - $3,000,000):$
Applies to: Aid non-applicants whose 1998 earnings were
not the same as 1999.

NDPARNC
What would you estimate \
[if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq <2>
or NBCARE eq <>)]
your guardians'
[else][if (NBGRDTYP eq <1> or NBGRDTYP eq <2>)
and
(NBCARE eq <2> or NBCARE eq <>)]
your guardian's
[else][if (NBDCSD eq <1> or NBDCSD eq <2>)
and NBGUARD eq <2>]
your parent's
[else]
your parents' income was in 1999?
Was it....
1 = Up to $30,000,
2 = $30,001 to $60,000
3 = $60,001 to $90,000, or
4 = Over $90,000?
Applies to: Aid non-applicants under 25.
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NDUNTAX
Since July 1, 1999, did you \
[if NBMARR eq <2>]
or your spouse
[else]
receive any untaxed income or benefits, such
as TANF (AFDC), Social Security, worker's
compensation,
disability payments, or child support?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: All respondents

NDTANF
ENTER 1 = YES, 2 = NO
SINCE JULY 1, 1999
Did you receive... TANF
(AFDC).................................(ndtanf)
Social Security
benefits?...............................(ndsocsec)
Workers compensation?.....................(ndwrkcmp)
Disability payments?............................(nddisab)
[if NBDEPS eq <1>]
Child support?.....................(ndchild)
Food stamps?.......................(ndstmps)
Applies to: Respondents who received untaxed
benefits.

NDSOCSEC
Receive social security
See NDTANF for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received untaxed
benefits.

NDWRKCMP
Receive worker^s compensation
See NDTANF for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received untaxed
benefits.

NDDISAB
Receive disability payments
See NDTANF for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received untaxed
benefits.

NDCHILD
Receive child support
See NDTANF for description.
Applies to: Respondents with dependents who received
untaxed benefits.

NDSTMPS
Receive food stamps
See NDTANF for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received untaxed benefits.

NDTANFCR
Are you currently receiving
assistance from TANF (AFDC)?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who received TANF.

NDTANF1
CODE ALL THAT APPLY.ENTER 0 FOR NONE OR
NO MORE.
[if (NDTANFCR eq <1> and NACURENR eq <1>) or
(NDTANFCR eq <2> and NACURENR eq <1>)]
Did you receive TANF (AFDC) before you enrolled
at [ NATARGET]?
[else][if NDTANFCR eq <1> and NACURENR eq <2>]
Did you receive TANF (AFDC) before you were enrolled
at [NATARGET],
while you were enrolled, or both?
[else][if NDTANFCR eq <2> and NACURENR eq <2>]
Did you receive TANF (AFDC) before you were enrolled
at [NATARGET],
while you were enrolled, or since you were enrolled at
[ NATARGET]?
[endif][endif][endif]
1 = BEFORE
2 = DURING
3 = AFTER
Applies to: Respondents who have received TANF.

NDTANF2
See NDTANF1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who have received TANF.
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NDTANF3
See NDTANF1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who have received TANF
who were not enrolled at the time of the
interview.

NDGVAD
Did you receive any government assistance
to help pay for childcare, transportation,
or housing expenses while you were enrolled
during the 99-2000 school year?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who received untaxed
benefits.

NDGVAD1
ENTER 0 FOR NO MORE
What type of assistance did you receive?
1 =CHILDCARE
2 =TRANSPORTATION
3 =HOUSING (SECTION 8 OR PUBLIC

HOUSING)
4 =OTHER
Applies to: Respondents who received assistance
with childcare,
transportation, or housing expenses in 99-00.

NDGVAD2
Type of government assistance received
See NDGVAD1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received assistance
with childcare,
transportation, or housing expenses in 99-00.

NDGVAD3
Type of government assistance received
See NDGVAD1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received assistance
with childcare,
transportation, or housing expenses in 99-00.

NDGVAD4
Type of government assistance received
See NDGVAD1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who received assistance
with childcare,
transportation, or housing expenses in 99-00.

NDCHGPLN
Have any of the TANF (AFDC) requirements caused you
to change the plans you made for your education?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who receive TANF.

NDCHG1
ENTER 0 FOR NO MORE
What did you have to change in your education plans?
1 =STOPPED OUT/DROPPED OUT OF SCHOOL
2 =SWITCHED TO A NON-DEGREE PROGRAM
3 =BEGAN A POSTSEC EDUCATION PROGRAM
4 =BEGAN WORKING WHILE GOING TO SCHOOL
5 =REDUCED CREDIT HOURS OR NUMBER OF

COURSES
6 =INCREASED CREDIT HOURS OR NUMBER OF

COURSES
7 =FINISHED MY PROGRAM MORE QUICKLY
8 =OTHER
Applies to: Respondents who had to change education
plans due to TANF requirements.

NDCHG2
Change in ed plans due to TANF rqmts-2
See NDCHG1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who had to change education
plans due to TANF requirements.

NDCHG3
Change in ed plans due to TANF rqmts-3
See NDCHG1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who had to change education
plans due to TANF requirements.

NDCHG4
Change in ed plans due to TANF rqmts-4
See NDCHG1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who had to change education
plans due to TANF requirements.
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NDCASH
What would you estimate is the total amount of
cash and savings you have in your bank accounts?
RANGE ($0 - $950,000):
Applies to: Aid non-applicants.

NDHOME
Do you own your home or pay a mortgage on a
home?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who do not live in
school-owned housing or with parents/guardians.

NDHMVAL
How much would you say your home is worth?
RANGE ($1 - $1,000,000):
Applies to: Respondents who do not live in
school-owned housing or with parents/guardians.

NDHMDEBT
How much do you currently owe on your
mortgage?
RANGE ($0 - $950,000):
Applies to: Respondents who do not live in
school-owned housing or with parents/guardians.

NDINVT1
Do you own a business, farm, or have other
investments?
ENTER 0 FOR NONE OR NO MORE
1 = BUSINESS
2 = FARM
3 = OTHER INVESTMENTS
Applies to: Aid non-applicants.

NDINVT2
Other investments-2
See NDINVT1 for description.
Applies to: Aid non-applicants.

NDINVT3
Other investments-3
See NDINVT1 for description.
Applies to: Aid non-applicants.

NDBSVAL
What would you estimate is the total worth of your
business?
RANGE ($0 - $950,000):
Applies to: Aid non-applicants.

NDBSEST
Is it over $10,000?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who must estimate the total worth
of their business investment.

NDBSOWE
How much do you currently owe on your business?
RANGE ($0 - $950,000):
Applies to: Aid non-applicants.

NDFMVAL
What would you estimate is the total
worth of your farm?
RANGE ($0 - $950,000):
Applies to: Aid non-applicants.

NDFMEST
Is it over $10,000?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who must estimate the total worth
of their farm investment.

NDFMOWE
How much do you currently owe on your farm?
RANGE ($0 - $950,000):
Applies to: Aid non-applicants.

NDINVAL
What would you estimate is the total worth of your other
investments?
RANGE ($0 - $950,000):
Applies to: Aid non-applicants.

NDINEST
Is it over $10,000?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who must estimate the total worth
of their other investments.
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NDINOWE
How much do you currently owe on your other
investments?
RANGE($0 - $950,000):
Applies to: Aid non-applicants.

NDPARBUS
[if NDLFIL eq <1>]
Did your \
[else][if NDLFIL eq <2>]
Does your \
[else]
Do your \
[if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq <2>
or NBCARE eq <>)]
guardians \
[else]
[if (NBGRDTYP eq <1> or NBGRDTYP eq <2>)
and
(NBCARE eq <2> or NBCARE eq <>)]
guardian \
[else]
[if (NBDCSD eq <1> or NBDCSD eq <2>) and
NBGUARD eq <2>]
parent \
[else]
parents own their home or pay a mortgage on a
home?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Aid non-applicants under 25.

NDPARNV
[if NDLFIL eq <1>]
Did your \
[else][if NDLFIL eq <2>]
Does your \
[else]
Do your \
[endif]
[endif]
[if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq <2>
or NBCARE eq <>)]
guardians \
[else][if (NBGRDTYP eq <1> or NBGRDTYP eq <2>)
and
(NBCARE eq <2> or NBCARE eq <>)]
guardian \
[else][if (NBDCSD eq <1> or NBDCSD eq <2>)
and NBGUARD eq <2>]
parent \
[else]
parents \
own a business, farm, or other real estate?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Aid non-applicants under 25.

NDNUMCRD
How many credit cards do you have in your own name,
that are billed to you?
0 = NONE
1 = 1 OR 2
2 = 3 OR MORE
Applies to: All respondents.

NDCRDTUI
Did you use your credit card(s) to pay your 99-2000
tuition?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents with credit cards.

NDPAYOFF
Do you usually pay off your credit card balances each
month, or carry balances over from month to month?
1 = PAYOFF BALANCES
2 = CARRY BALANCES
Applies to: Respondents with credit cards.
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NDCRDBAL
What was the balance due on all cards according
to your last statement?
RANGE: ($0 - $125,000)
Applies to: Respondents with credit cards who
carry balances.

NDCRDPAR
[if NDLFIL eq <1>]
Did your \
[else][if NDLFIL eq <2>]
Does your \
[else]
Do your \
[endif]
[endif]
[if NBGRDTYP eq <3> and (NBCARE eq <2>
or NBCARE eq <>)]
guardians \
[else][if (NBGRDTYP eq <1> or NBGRDTYP eq
<2>) and
(NBCARE eq <2> or NBCARE eq <>)]
guardian \
[else][if (NBDCSD eq <1> or NBDCSD eq <2>)
and NBGUARD eq <2>]
parent \
[else]
parents \
help you pay your credit card bills?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents under 25 with credit
cards.
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NEREMEVR
Now I'd like to ask you a few questions about
your
education experiences and future plans.
Since you've been in college, have you ever
taken remedial or developmental courses to
improve your basic skills, such as in mathematics,
reading, or writing?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: All undergraduate respondents.

NEREMSY
[if NAUGYR eq <1> or NAUGYR eq <2>]
Did you take any remedial or developmental
courses during the 99-2000 school year?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: First or second year undergraduates
who have taken remedial or developmental
courses.

NEREAD
ENTER 1 = YES, 2 = NO
Did you take the courses to improve your skills
in...
Reading?.........................(neread)
Writing?.........................(newrite)
Mathematics?.................(nemath)
Study skills?...................(nestudy)
English language
skills?.............................(neenglis)
Applies to: First or second year undergraduates
who have taken remedial or developmental
courses during the 99-2000 school year.

NEWRITE
Respondent took remedial courses-writing
See NEREAD for description.
Applies to: First or second year undergraduates
who have taken remedial or developmental
courses during the 99-2000 school year.

NEMATH
Respondent took remedial courses-math
See NEREAD for description.
Applies to: First or second year undergraduates
who have taken remedial or developmental
courses during the 99-2000 school year.

NESTUDY
Respondent took remedial courses-study
See NEREAD for description.
Applies to: First or second year undergraduates who have
taken remedial or developmental courses during the 99-
2000 school year.

NEENGLIS
Respondent took remedial courses-English
See NEREAD for description.
Applies to: First or second year undergraduates who have
taken remedial or developmental courses during the 99-
2000 school year.

NEGRE
[if NAUGYR gt <2>]
Have you taken the GRE (Graduate Record Exam) as part
of a graduate school application?
[else]
Did you take the GRE (Graduate Record Exam) as part of
your application to graduate school?
[endif]
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Third and fourth year undergraduates and
graduate/first professional respondents.

NEGREV
What was your score on the  verbal section of the GRE?
RANGE (200-800):
Applies to: Respondents who took the GRE, whose
preloaded GRE verbal score was blank.

NEGREM
What was your score on the math section of the GRE?
RANGE (200-800):
Applies to: Respondents who took the GRE, whose
preloaded GRE quantitative score was blank.

NEGREA
What was your score on the analytic section of the GRE?
RANGE (200-800):
Applies to: Respondents who took the GRE, whose
preloaded GRE analytic score was blank.
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NEOTHTST
[if YGREV gt <0> or YGREM gt <0> or
YGREA gt <0>]
Other than the GRE (Graduate Record Exam), did
you take any other admissions tests when you
were applying to enter your graduate program?
[else][if NAUGYR gt <2>]
Have you taken any other graduate admissions
tests as part of a graduate school application?
[else]
Did you take any \
[if NEGRE eq <1>]
other admissions tests when you were applying to
enter your graduate program?
[else] admissions tests when you were applying to
enter your graduate program?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Third and fourth year undergraduates
and graduate/first professional respondents who
took the GRE.

NETEST1
What test(s) did you take?
COLLECT UP TO 3 RESPONSES
ENTER 0 FOR NO MORE
1 =GMAT(GRADUATE MANAGEMENT

ADMISSION TEST)
2 =LSAT(LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION TEST)
3 =MCAT(MEDICAL COLLEGE ADMISSION

TEST)
4 =MAT(MILLER ANALOGIES TEST)
5 =GRE SUBJECT TEST
6 =OTHER
Applies to: Respondents who have taken other
admissions tests.

NETEST2
Graduate admissions test-2
See NETEST1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who have taken other
admissions tests.

NETEST3
Graduate admissions test-3
See NETEST1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who have taken other
admissions tests.

NEGMAT
What was your total score on the GMAT?
RANGE (200-800):
Applies to: Respondents who took the GMAT.

NELSAT
What was your score on the LSAT?
RANGE (120-180):
Applies to: Respondents who took the LSAT.

NEGRESUB
What GRE subject test did you take?
1 = BIOCHEMISTRY, CELL AND MOLECULAR

BIOLOGY
2 = BIOLOGY
3 = CHEMISTRY
4 = COMPUTER SCIENCE
5 = ECONOMICS
6 = ENGINEERING
7 = GEOLOGY
8 = HISTORY
9 = LITERATURE IN ENGLISH
10 = MATHEMATICS
11 = MUSIC
12 = PHYSICS
13 = PSYCHOLOGY
14 = SOCIOLOGY
Applies to: Respondents who took a GRE subject test.

NEGREB2
See NEGRESUB for description.
Applies to: Respondents who took a GRE subject test.

NEGREB3
See NEGRESUB for description.
Applies to: Respondents who took a GRE subject test.
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NEEXPAR
What is the highest level of education you expect
to complete at [NATARGET]?
1 = NO DEGREE OR CERTIFICATE

EXPECTED
2 = CERTIFICATE
3 = ASSOCIATE'S DEGREE (AA)
4 = BACHELOR'S DEGREE (BA)
5 = POST-BACCALAUREATE

CERTIFICATE
6 = MASTER'S DEGREE (MA/MS)
7 = ADVANCED DEGREE-DOCTORATE OR

FIRST-PROFESSIONAL DGREE (PHD,
JD, MD, DDS, EDD, ETC)

98 = NO DEGREE-TRANSFERRING TO A 2-
YEAR SCHOOL

99 = NO DEGREE-TRANSFERRING TO A 4-
YEAR SCHOOL

Applies to: Respondents who are currently
enrolled at the TARGET school and working on
less than a doctoral degree.

NEEXPEVR
What is the highest level of education you ever
expect to complete?
1 =NO DEGREE OR CERTIFICATE
2 =CERTIFICATE
3 =ASSOCIATE'S DEGREE
4 =BACHELOR'S DEGREE
5 =POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE
6 =MASTER'S DEGREE (MA/MS)
7 =ADVANCED DEGREE-DOCTORATE OR

FIRST-PROFESSIONAL DEGREE (PHD,
JD, MD, DDS, EDD, ETC)

Applies to: Respondents who are working on less
than a doctoral degree.

NEEXPADV
What type of advanced degree do you expect to complete?
DOCTORFIRST-PROFESSIONAL
10 = PHILOSOPHY (PHD) 20 = CHIROPRACTIC
11 = EDUCATION (EDD) 21 = DENTISTRY
12 = THEOLOGY (THD) 22 = MEDICINE
13 = BUSINESS EDUCATION 23 = OPTOMETRY
14 = ENGINEERING 24 = OSTEOPATHIC

MEDICINE
15 = FINE ARTS (DFA) 25 = PHARMACY
16 = PUBLIC

ADMINISTRATION (DPA)
26 = PODIATRY

17 = SCIENCE (DSC/SCD) 27 = VETERINARY
MEDICINE

18 = PSYCHOLOGY (PSYD) 28 = LAW
29 = THEOLOGY       

(M.DIV, D.MIN)
Applies to: Respondents who expect to earn an advanced
degree.

NEREASON
What was your main reason for
enrolling at [NATARGET]?
1 =LEARN JOB SKILLS/PREPARE FOR JOB
2 =TO OBTAIN DEGREE/CERTIFICATE
3 =TRANSFER TO A 2-YEAR SCHOOL
4 =TRANSFER TO A 4-YEAR SCHOOL
5 =TRANSFER BUT NOT KNOWN WHERE
6 =PERSONAL ENRICHMENT
7 =TAKING COURSE TO MEET REQUIREMENTS

FOR DEGREE/CERTIFICATE
Applies to: Respondents enrolled in less than 4-year
schools.

NEEDPLN
What are your plans for school this year
(the 2000-2001 school year)?
Are you...
1 = Not enrolled,
2 = Enrolled full-time, or
3 = Enrolled part-time?
Applies to: All respondents.
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NEWKPLN
[if NEEDPLN gt <1>]
While you are enrolled during the 2000-2001
school year,
are you...
[else]
What are your plans for work this year (in 2000-
2001)?
Are you...
[endif]
1 = Not working,
2 = Working full-time, or
3 = Working part-time?
Applies to: All respondents.

NEGRDRAT
ENTER 1 = YES, 2 = NO
In deciding to attend [ NATARGET]
did you consider...
The graduation rate?............................(negrdrat)
[if NALEVEL eq <3>]
The job placement rate?.........................(nejobrat)
Campus safety?..................................(nesafety)
Applies to: All respondents.

NEJOBRAT
Consider job rate
See NEGRDRAT for description.
Applies to: All respondents in less-than-two-year
institutions.

NESAFETY
Consider campus safety
See NEGRDRAT for description.
Applies to: All respondents.

NEDSTED
During the 99-2000 school year, did you
take any courses for credit that were
distance education courses?
(By distance education, I mean courses delivered
off campus using live, interactive TV or audio,
pre-recorded TV or video, CD-ROM, or a
computer-based
system such as the Internet, e-mail, or chat rooms.
Distance education does not include
correspondence
courses.)
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: All respondents.

NEDSLOC
Was this course (Were these courses) offered through
[NATARGET],
somewhere else, or both?
1 = [NATARGET],
2 = SOMEWHERE ELSE
3 = BOTH
Applies to: Respondents taking distance education
course(s).

NELIVE
Did your distance education classes use......
ENTER 1 = YES, 2 = NO
Live, interactive TV or audio?.....................(nelive)
Pre-recorded TV or audio?..........................(nerecord)
The Internet?......................................(nenet)
Applies to: Respondents taking distance education
course(s).

NERECORD
Distance education-pre-recorded
See NELIVE for description.
Applies to: Respondents taking distance education
course(s).

NENET
Distance education-internet
See NELIVE for description.
Applies to: Respondents taking distance education
course(s).

NEENTPGM
Is your entire program taughtthrough distance education?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents taking distance education
course(s).

NECMPSAT
Compared to other courses you've taken ,are you more
satisfied, equally satisfied, or less satisfied with the quality
of instruction you've received in your distance education
courses?
1 =MORE SATISFIED
2 =LIKED BOTH THE SAME
3 =LESS SATISFIED
4 =ALL COURSES WERE DISTANCE ED COURSES
Applies to: Respondents taking distance education
course(s).
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NEEMAIL
Please tell me how frequently you did each of
the following as an
undergraduate. Was it never, sometimes, or often?
0 = NEVER
1 = SOMETIMES
2 = OFTEN
How frequently did you use e-mail to
communicate with
students or faculty about course-related
matters......(neemail)
Search the Internet for information for homework
or
research?.............................................(neinfo)
Participate in electronic chat rooms for class
discussion
or homework?........................................(nechat)
Use spreadsheet software like Lotus or
Excel?.........(nespread)
Program in languages like C++, JAVA, SPSS,
HTML?......(nelang)
Use word-processing software (Word,
WordPerfect) to write
papers for
courses?...................................(nepaper)
Applies to: B&B eligible respondents.

NEINFO
See NEEMAIL for description.
Applies to: B&B eligible respondents.

NECHAT
See NEEMAIL for description.
Applies to: B&B eligible respondents.

NESPREAD
See NEEMAIL for description.
Applies to: B&B eligible respondents.

NELANG
See NEEMAIL for description.
Applies to: B&B eligible respondents.

NEPAPER
See NEEMAIL for description.
Applies to: B&B eligible respondents.

NEGRDPLN
Have you applied to any graduate
or professional programs?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: B&B eligible respondents who are not already
in graduate school.

NEGINF1
COLLECT UP TO 3.ENTER 0 FOR NONE OR NO
MORE.
How did you get information about graduate programs?
1 =TALKED WITH FACULTY
2 =TALKED WITH OTHER STUDENTS
3 =CONTACTED SCHOOLS DIRECTLY -- INTERNET
4 =CONTACTED SCHOOLS DIRECTLY - OTHER

THAN INTERNET
5 =VISITED CAMPUSES
6 =PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION OR

ASSOCIATION
7 =OTHER
Applies to: B&B eligible respondents who have applied to
a graduate/first-professional program.

NEGINF2
See NEGINF1 for description.
Applies to: B&B eligible respondents who have applied to
a graduate/first-professional program.

NEGINF3
See NEGINF1 for description.
Applies to: B&B eligible respondents who have applied to
a graduate/first-professional program.
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NEGRDDEG
[if NADEGN gt <4>]
What degree are you working on at [YNPSCHL]?
[else][if NADEG1 eq <7>]
What degree are you working on at

[NAS1NAME]?
[else][if NADEG2 eq <7>]
What degree are you working on at

[NAS2NAME]?
[else][if NADEG3 eq <7>]
What degree are you working on at

[NAS3NAME]?
[else][if NADEG1 eq <6>]
What degree are you working on at [

NAS1NAME]?
[else][if NADEG2 eq <6>]
What degree are you working on at

[NAS2NAME]?
[else][if NADEG3 eq <6>]
What degree are you working on at

[NAS3NAME]?
[else][if NADEG1 eq <5>]
What degree are you working on at

[NAS1NAME]?
[else][if NADEG2 eq <5>]
What degree are you working on at

[NAS2NAME]?
[else][if NADEG3 eq <5>]
What degree are you working on at

[NAS3NAME]?
[else]
What degree do you intend to pursue?

MASTER'S
1 = BUSINESS ADMIN

(MBA)
18 = THEOLOGY (THD)

2 = SCIENCE (MS) 19 = BUSINESS ADMIN
(DBA)

3 = ARTS (MA) 20 = ENGINEERING
(D.ENG)

4 = EDUCATION (M.ED) 21 = FINE ARTS (DFA)
5 = PUBLIC ADMIN (MPA) 22 = PUBLIC ADMIN (DPA)
6 = LIBRARY

SCIENCE(MLS)
23 = SCIENCE (DSC/SCD)

7 = PUBLIC HEALTH (MPH) 24 = PSYCHOLOGY (PSYD)
8 = FINE ARTS (MFA) 25 = OTHER DOCTORAL

DEGREE
9 = APPLIED ARTS (MAA) FIRST-PROFESSIONAL
10= TEACHING (MAT) 26 = CHIROPRACTIC (DC

OR DCM)
11= DIVINITY (M.DIV) 27 = DENTISTRY (DDS OR

DMD)
12= SOCIAL WORK (MSW) 28 = MEDICINE (MD)
13= LANDSCAPE

ARCHITECT
29 = OPTOMETRY (OD)

14= PROFESSIONAL MGMT 30 = OSTEOPATHIC
MEDICINE (DO)

15= OTHER MASTERS 31 = PHARMACY
(PHARM.D)

DOCTOR 32 = PODIATRY (DPM OR
POD. D)

16= PHILOSOPHY (PHD) 33 = VETERINARY
MEDICINE (DVM)

17= EDUCATION (ED.D) 34 = LAW (LLB OR JD)
35 = THEOLOGY (M.DIV,

MHL, BD)

Applies to: B&B respondents who plan to enroll or are
enrolled in graduate school.

NEMJCOD
Post BA major-code
Applies to: B&B respondents who plan to enroll or are
enrolled in graduate school.

NEGRDFT
[if NEEDPLN eq <2>]
Do you intend to be a full-time student the
entire time while you're in graduate school?
[else]
Do you intend to be a full-time student at any
time while you're in graduate school?
[endif]
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: B&B respondents who plan to enroll or are
enrolled in graduate school.
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NENUMAPP
[if NADEGN gt <4> or NADEG1 gt <4> or
NADEG2 gt <4>
 or NADEG3 gt <4> ]
How many graduate schools did you apply to?
[else]
How many schools have you applied to?
[endif]
RANGE (1-20):
Applies to: B&B respondents who plan to enroll
in graduate school.

NES1UX
What school was your first choice?
1 = ENTER USEREXIT
2 = SKIP OVER USEREXIT
Applies to: B&B respondents who plan to enroll
in graduate school.

NEGRRN1
Why did you decide to apply to graduate school?
COLLECT UP TO 3 RESPONSES
ENTER 0 FOR NO MORE
1 = REQUIRED FOR CAREER CHOICE
2 = QUALIFY FOR BETTER JOB
3 = UNDECIDED ABOUT CAREER
4 = NO JOB PROSPECTS
5 = ACADEMIC INTERESTS
6 = AVAILABILITY OF AID
7 = URGED BY PARENTS/GUARDIANS
8 = OTHER
Applies to: B&B respondents who plan to enroll
in graduate school.

NEGRRN2
Reason for applying to grad school-2
See NEGRRN1 for description.
Applies to: B&B respondents who plan to enroll
in graduate school.

NEGRRN3
Reason for applying to grad school-3
See NEGRRN1 for description.
Applies to: B&B respondents who plan to enroll
in graduate school.

NENOGD1
Why did you choose not to apply to graduate school?
COLLECT UP TO 3 RESPONSES.ENTER 0 FOR NO
MORE
1 = UNDERGRADUATE DEBT
2 = COULD NOT AFFORD TO GO/COULDN'T GET

FINANCIAL AID
3 = NOT REQUIRED FOR CAREER GOALS
4 = GRADES NOT HIGH ENOUGH TO ENTER
5 = NO ACADEMIC INTEREST
6 = PERSONAL REASONS
7 = PLANS TO APPLY LATER
8 = NEEDS WORK EXPERIENCE FIRST
9 = HAS A GOOD JOB NOW
10 = OTHER
Applies to: B&B respondents who do not intend to apply to
graduate school.

NENOGD2
Reason not applying to grad school-2
See NENOGD1 for description.
Applies to: B&B respondents who do not intend to apply to
graduate school.

NENOGD3
Reason not applying to grad school-3
See NENOGD1 for description.
Applies to: B&B respondents who do not intend to apply to
graduate school.

NECUR1
Would you consider your current job to be the start of your
career in this occupation or industry?
1 = YES
2 = NO
[if NECUR1 eq <2> or NECUR1 eq <-1>]
How would you describe this job? Are you...
2 =Continuing in the job you held before you graduated?
3 =Working to prepare for graduate school?
4 =Working while deciding on your future education or

career?
5 =Just paying the bills, or
6 =Is this the only job available?
7 =Other
Applies to: B&B respondents who have already graduated
and are employed.
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NECURJOB
See NECUR1 for description.
Applies to: B&B respondents who have already
graduated and are employed, who reported that
their current job is not the start of their career.

NEPGEMP
[if NACURENR eq <2>]
Do you have a job or a firm offer for a job, for
after graduation?
[else]
Before you completed your undergraduate degree
did you have a job, or a firm offer for a job, for
after graduation?
[endif]
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: B&B respondents, excluding those
who reported that their current job is not the start
of their career.

NEPGACPT
[If NACURENR eq <1>]
Do you plan to accept the offer?
[else][if (NACURENR eq <2> and NECURJOB
gt <0> and NEPGEMP eq <1>)or (NACURENR
eq <1> and NDSTLEMP eq <1>)]
Was that offer for the job you currently hold?
[else][if NACURENR eq <2>]
Have you accepted the offer?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: B&B respondents with job offer(s) for
after graduation.

NEJOB1
Would you consider that job (the one you were offered) to
be the start of your career in this occupation or industry?
1 = YES
2 = NO
[if NEJOB1 eq <2> or NEJOB1 eq <-1>]
How would you describe that job? Are you...
2 =Continuing in the job you held before you graduated?
3 =Working to prepare for graduate school?
4 =Working while deciding on your future education or

career?
5 =Just paying the bills, or
6 =Is this the only job available?
7 =Other
Applies to: B&B respondents who are not currently
working, but have a job offer for after graduation.

NEJOBDES
See NEJOB1 for description.
Applies to: B&B respondents who are not currently
working, but have a job offer for after graduation, and
who report that the job they were offered is not the
beginning of a career.

NEJBSH
[if NACURENR eq <2>]
Are you currently looking for a job, for after graduation?
[else]
Are you currently looking for a job?
[endif]
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: B&B respondents who do not have a job offer
for after graduation.

NEXJ30CD
Post BA occupation-code
Applies to: B&B respondents who have a post-BA
job/offer.

NEXINDCD
Post BA industry-code
Applies to: B&B respondents who have a post-BA
job/offer, who provided a valid string for occupation title.
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NEFTPT
[if NEJBSH eq <1>]
Are you looking for full-time or part-time work?
[else][if NACURENR eq <2>]
After you graduate, do you plan to work full-time
or part-time?
[else]
Are you working full-time or part-time?
1 = YES, FULL-TIME
2 = YES, PART-TIME
3 = NO
Applies to: B&B respondents who have or are
seeking a post-BA job.

NEJBSH1
What are some of the things you've been doing to
find a job?
CODE UP TO 4 RESPONSES -- ENTER 0 NO
MORE
1 = UING SCHOOL'S PLACEMENT OFFICE

(REFERRAL, POSTED JOB NOTICE)
2 = RESPONDING TO INTERNET/WWW

JOB NOTICE -- ANY SOURCE
3 = RESPONDING TO NEWSPAPER/OTHER

ADVERTISEMENT
4 = CONTACTING EMPLOYERS DIRECTLY

(SENDING OUT RESUME OR
APPLICATION)

5 = NETWORKING WITH FRIENDS,
RELATIVES OR ACQUAINTANCES

6 = TALKING TO FACULTY/STAFF
7 = ATTENDING RECRUITING FAIRS,

PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS
8 = VISITING UNEMPLOYMENT OFFICE

(EMPLOYMENT COMMISSION
POSTING/REFERRAL)

9 = CONTACTING EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY/PROFESSIONAL RECRUITER

10 = VOLUNTEERING
11 = OTHER
Applies to: B&B respondents who have or are
seeking a post-BA job.

NEJBSH2
Job search activities-2
See NEJBSH1 for description.
Applies to: B&B respondents who have or are
seeking a post-BA job.

NEJBSH3
Job search activities-3
See NEJBSH1 for description.
Applies to: B&B respondents who have or are seeking a
post-BA job.

NEJBSH4
Job search activities-4
See NEJBSH1 for description.
Applies to: B&B respondents who have or are seeking a
post-BA job.

NETEACH
[if NEJBSH eq <2> or NEJBSH lt <0>]
Do you think you would ever consider teaching at the K-
12 level?
[else]
Are you considering teaching at the K-12 level?
[endif]
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: All B&B respondents, excluding those whose
current occupation is teaching.

NEPREP1
What types of things have you already done to
prepare yourself to teach?
COLLECT UP TO 4 RESPONSES.ENTER 0 FOR NO
MORE
0 = NONE
1 = MAJORED IN EDUCATION/HAVE DEGREE
2 = APPLIED TEACHER'S EDUCATION PROGRAM
3 = ENTERED TEACHER'S EDUCATION PROGRAM
4 = TOOK NATIONAL TEACHERS' EXAM
5 = TOOK STATE TEACHING EXAM
6 = COMPLETING/COMPLETED STUDENT

TEACHING
7 = TAKING/TOOK COURSES TOWARD TEACHER

CERTIFICATION
8 = RELEVANT TEACHING EXPERIENCE:

SUBSTITUTE/TEACHER'S
ASSISTANT/SUNDAY SCHOOL

9 = EXPERIENCE WITH CHILDREN:
CHILDCARE/MENTORING

10 = COMPLETED CERTIFICATIONS
11 = OTHER
Applies to: B&B respondents who would consider
teaching.
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NEPREP2
Teacher preparation activities-2
See NEPREP1 for description.
Applies to: B&B respondents who would consider
teaching.

NEPREP3
Teacher preparation activities-3
See NEPREP1 for description.
Applies to: B&B respondents who would consider
teaching.

NEPREP4
Teacher preparation activities-4
See NEPREP1 for description.
Applies to: B&B respondents who would consider
teaching.

NEATHTY
1 = VERY IMPORTANT
3 = NOT IMPORTANT
2 = SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT
Please tell me if each of the following personal
goals is
very important, somewhat important, or not
important to you.
Becoming an authority in your field.......(neathty)
Influencing the political structure...........(neplinf)
Being very well-off financially.…..........(newloff)
Being successful in your line of work....(newkscs)
Being able to find steady work..............(nesteady)
Being a leader in the community............(neleadr)
Applies to: All B&B respondents.

NEPLINF
Importance-influence political structure
See NEATHTY for description.
Applies to: All B&B respondents.

NEWLOFF
Importance-being financially well-off
See NEATHTY for description.
Applies to: All B&B respondents.

NEWKSCS
Importance-being successful in work
See NEATHTY for description.
Applies to: All B&B respondents.

NESTEADY
Importance-steady work
See NEATHTY for description.
Applies to: All B&B respondents.

NELEADR
Importance of providing opportunity
See NEATHTY for description.
Applies to: All B&B respondents.

NECLSFAM
1 = VERY IMPORTANT
3 =NOT IMPORTANT
2 = SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT
Living close to parents/guardians and relatives...(neclsfam)
Getting away from the area where you grew up..(nearea)
Having leisure time to enjoy your interests..........(neleisur)
Having children.....………...................................(nekids)
Being able to give your children better
opportunities than you had.....................…..........(nebtropp)
Applies to: All B&B respondents.

NEAREA
Importance-getting away from area
See NECLSFAM for description.
Applies to: All B&B respondents.

NELEISUR
Importance-leisure time
See NECLSFAM for description.
Applies to: All B&B respondents.

NEKIDS
Importance-having kids
See NECLSFAM for description.
Applies to: All B&B respondents.

NEBTROPP
Importance of providing opportunity
See NECLSFAM for description.
Applies to: All B&B respondents.
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NFDISSEN
Before we end this interview, I'd like to ask you
some questions that will help us better understand
the educational services available for people with
disabilities.
Do you have any of the following long-lasting
conditions: blindness, deafness, or a severe vision
or hearing impairment?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: All respondents.

NFDISMOB
Do you have a condition that substantially limits
one or more basic physical activities such as
walking, climbing stairs, reaching, lifting, or
carrying?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: All respondents.

NFDISOTH
ENTER 1 = YES, 2 = NO
Do you have any other physical, mental, or
emotional condition that has lasted 6 months or
more?
1 = YES
2 = NO
NOTE:INCLUDE ANY INTERMITTENT
CONDITION THAT HASLASTED AT LEAST
6 MONTHS OVERALL.
Applies to: All respondents.

NFDIFLRN
Because of that long-lasting condition, did you
have any difficulty doing any of the following:
ENTER 1 = YES, 2 = NO
Learning, remembering, or
concentrating?......................................(nediflrn)
Dressing, bathing, or getting around inside
your home or dormitory?............…….(nedifdrs)
Getting to school to attend class?........(nedifsch)
Getting around on campus?.................(nedifcam)
Working at a job?................................(nedifwrk)
Applies to: Respondents who have reported
having a long-lasting physical, mental, or
emotional condition.

NFDIFDRS
Difficulty dressing
See NFDIFLRN for description.
Applies to: Respondents who have reported having a long-
lasting  physical, mental, or emotional condition.

NFDIFSCH
Difficulty getting to school
See NFDIFLRN for description.
Applies to: Respondents who have reported having a long-
lasting physical, mental, or emotional condition.

NFDIFCAM
Difficulty getting around on campus
See NFDIFLRN for description.
Applies to: Respondents who have reported having a long-
lasting physical, mental, or emotional condition.

NFDIFWRK
Difficulty working at a job
See NFDIFLRN for description.
Applies to: Respondents who have reported having a long-
lasting physical, mental, or emotional condition.

NFSLFDIS
Do you consider yourself to have a disability?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: All respondents.

NFANYDIS
A derived variable that indicates whether the respondent
has reported any type of disability at all, based on
responses to the first set of questions in the disability
section. If respondent answered "YES" to either
NFDISSEN, NFDISMOB, or NFDISOTH then
NFANYDIS is set to 1. Values are:
<0> No
<1> Yes
Applies to: All respondents.
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NFMAIN
What is the main condition that causes your
activity limitation or difficulty?
1 = HEARING IMPAIRMENT (I.E., DEAF OR

HARD OF HEARING).
2 = BLIND OR VISUAL IMPAIRMENT

THAT CANNOT BE CORRECTED BY
WEARING GLASSES

3 = SPEECH OR LANGUAGE IMPAIRMENT
4 = ORTHOPEDIC OR MOBILITY

IMPAIRMENT
5 = SPECIFIC LEARNING

DISABILITY/DYSLEXIA
6 = ATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDER

(ADD)
7 = HEALTH IMPAIRMENT/PROBLEM
8 = MENTAL ILLNESS/EMOTIONAL

DISTURBANCE/DEPRESSION
9 = DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITY
10 = BRAIN INJURY
11 = OTHER
Applies to: Respondents who report some type of
disability.

NFOTHR1
Do you have any other conditions, other than the
one you've just told me about?
COLLECT UP TO THREE
RESPONSES.ENTER 0 FOR NONE OR NO
MORE.
1 = HEARING IMPAIRMENT (I.E., DEAF OR

HARD OF HEARING).
2 = BLIND OR VISUAL IMPAIRMENT

THAT CANNOT BE CORRECTED BY
WEARING GLASSES

3 = SPEECH OR LANGUAGE IMPAIRMENT
4 = ORTHOPEDIC OR MOBILITY

IMPAIRMENT
5 = SPECIFIC LEARNING

DISABILITY/DYSLEXIA
6 = ATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDER

(ADD)
7 = HEALTH IMPAIRMENT/PROBLEM
8 = MENTAL ILLNESS/EMOTIONAL

DISTURBANCE/DEPRESSION
9 = DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITY
10 = BRAIN INJURY
11 = OTHER
Applies to: Respondents who report some type of
disability.

NFOTHR2
Any other conditions-2
See NFOTHR1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who report some type of
disability.

NFOTHR3
Any other conditions-3
See NFOTHR1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who report some type of
disability.

NFSERC1
What disability-related services or accommodations
have you received to assist you with your schooling in the
last
12 months?
COLLECT UP TO 4 RESPONSES.
ENTER 0 FOR NONE OR NO MORE
1 =ALTERNATIVE EXAM FORMATS OR

ADDITIONAL TIME
2 =TUTORS TO ASSIST WITH ONGOING

HOMEWORK
3 =READERS, CLASSROOM NOTETAKERS, OR

SCRIBES
4 =REGISTRATION ASSISTANCE OR PRIORITY

CLASS REGISTRATION
5 =SIGN LANGUAGE OR ORAL INTERPRETERS
6 =ADAPTIVE EQUIPMENT AND TECHNOLOGY

(E.G., ASSISTIVE LISTENING DEVICES,
TALKING COMPUTERS)

7 =COURSE SUBSTITUTION OR WAIVER
8 =OTHER
Applies to: Respondents who report some type of
disability.

NFSERC2
Services received-2
See NFSERC1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who report some type of
disability.

NFSERC3
Services received-3
See NFSERC1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who report some type of
disability.
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NFSERC4
Services received-4
See NFSERC1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who report some type of
disability.

NFNEES1
What disability-related services or
accommodations do you need to assist you with
your schooling that you haven't received?
COLLECT UP TO 4 RESPONSES.
ENTER 0 FOR NONE OR NO MORE
1 =ALTERNATIVE EXAM FORMATS OR

ADDITIONAL TIME
2 =TUTORS TO ASSIST WITH ONGOING

HOMEWORK
3 =READERS, CLASSROOM NOTETAKERS,

OR SCRIBES
4 =REGISTRATION ASSISTANCE OR

PRIORITY CLASS REGISTRATION
5 =SIGN LANGUAGE OR ORAL

INTERPRETERS
6 =ADAPTIVE EQUIPMENT AND

TECHNOLOGY (E.G., ASSISTIVE
LISTENING DEVICES, TALKING
COMPUTERS)

7 =COURSE SUBSTITUTION OR WAIVER
8 = OTHER
Applies to: Respondents who report some type of
disability.

NFNEES2
Needed services-2
See NFNEES1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who report some type of
disability.

NFNEES3
Needed services-3
See NFNEES1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who report some type of
disability.

NFNEES4
Needed services-4
See NFNEES1 for description.
Applies to: Respondents who report some type of
disability.

NFVOCREC
Have you ever received vocational rehabilitation services?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: All respondents.

NFVOCAPP
Have you ever applied for vocational rehabilitation
services?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: All respondents.

NFSSI
Are you currently receiving Supplemental Security Income
(SSI) or Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI)?
0 = NO
1 =YES, SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME (SSI)
3 =YES, SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY

INSURANCE (SSDI)
4 =BOTH SSI AND SSDI
Applies to: All respondents.
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>S_ELIG<

Were you enrolled at [Y_NPSCHL] at any time between
July 1, 1999 and June 30, 2000?

IF NO, PROBE TO SEE IF RESPONDENT WAS
ENROLLED AND LEFT.

BE ALERT FOR INDICATIONS THAT THE
RESPONDENT IS STILL IN
HIGH SCHOOL (ONLY TAKING ADVANCED
PLACEMENT CLASSES, ETC. AT
THE NPSAS SCHOOL) - IF SO, CODE 4 HERE.

1 = YES
2 = NO
3 = DROPPED OUT
4 = STILL IN HIGH SCHOOL
Applies to:  All respondents

>S_DRPREF<
Did you receive a full refund of your tuition
when you left?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents who dropped out of
NPSAS school.

>S_DRPOK<

Because you left before completing the term,
some questions may be awkward; but please
answer the questions as best you can for the
period when you were enrolled at [Y_NPSCHL].
Your answers will help to understand why people
leave school.

Let's begin.
Applies to:  Respondents who have left NPSAS
school.

>S_DEGN<

What degree or certificate were you working on while you
attended [Y_NPSCHL] during the 1999-2000 school year?

1 = CERTIFICATE
2 = ASSOCIATE'S DEGREE (AS, AA)
3 = BACHELOR'S DEGREE (BA, BS, BFA, etc.)
4 = UNDERGRAD SPECIAL STUDENT (NON-

DEGREE/NON-MATRICULATED)
5 = POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE
6 = MASTER'S DEGREE (MA, MS, MBA, MFA, MDIV,

etc.)
7 = DOCTORAL OR FIRST-PROFESSIONAL DEGREE

(PHD, EDD, JD, MD, DDS,   etc.)
8 = GRADUATE SPECIAL STUDENT (NON-

DEGREE/NON-MATRICULATED)
Applies to: All respondents.

>S_ELCRD<

Were you enrolled in a course for credit that
could  be transferred to another school?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents not enrolled in a
certificate or degree program.

>S_BYE<

Based on what you've told me, it seems you may
not be
eligible for this study.  After checking with my
supervisor,
I may need to call you back.

Applies to:  Respondents who may not be eligible
for the study.

>S_CMPDGN<

Have you completed all the requirements for your
[S_DEGfil]?

1 = YES
2 = NO

Applies to: All respondents enrolled in a degree or
certificate program.

>S_EXPN<
When do you expect to complete the
requirements for your
     degree?
     [else]
     certificate?
F5 = RESPONDENT DOES NOT INTEND

TO COMPLETE DEGREE
MONTH (1-12)     :
YEAR (2000-2010) :

Applies to: Respondents who have not completed
degree at NPSAS.

>S_DGN<
When did you complete your degree?

MONTH (1-12)     :
YEAR (1999-2000) :

NOTE:  IF RESPONDENT DOES NOT
REMEMBER THE DATE, PROBE TO FIND
OUT IF DEGREE WAS COMPLETED AFTER
JULY 1, 1999 AND BEFORE JUNE 30, 2000.

Applies to: Respondents who have completed degree at
NPSAS.
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>S_S1UXCL<

Where else did you attend (during the 99-2000 school
year)?

0 = NO OTHER SCHOOLS
[if S_s1uxst eq <1>]
1 = RE-ENTER USEREXIT
2 = SKIP OVER USEREXIT

Applies to: Respondents enrolled in other school 1 in
the NPSAS year.

>S_ENRD1<

Were you taking courses leading to a
degree or certificate to be awarded
by [S_S1name]?
1 = YES
2 = NO
Applies to: Respondents enrolled in other school
1 in the NPSAS year.

>S_CMPDG1<
Have you completed all the requirements
for your bachelor's degree?
1 = YES
2 = NO

Applies to: Respondents working on bachelor's degree at
other school 1 during the NPSAS year.

>S_EXP1<

When do you expect to complete the
requirements for your degree?

F5 = RESPONDENT DOES NOT INTEND TO
COMPLETE DEGREE

MONTH (1-12)     :
YEAR (2000-2010) :

Applies to: Respondents who have not completed a
bachelor's degree at other school 1.

>S_DG1<

When did you complete your degree?
MONTH (1-12)     :
YEAR (1999-2000) :

Applies to: Respondents who have completed a
bachelor's degree at other school 1.

>S_ENROLL<

I need to ask you some questions about the dates
of your enrollment during the 1999-2000 school
year.
INTERVIEWER: PLEASE ENTER THE
RESPONSES IN THE USER EXIT.

[1 = ENTER THE USEREXIT
[else]
1 = RE-ENTER THE USEREXIT
2 = SKIP OVER THE USEREXIT

Applies to: All respondents.

>S_UGYR<
Now, I'd like you to focus on your undergraduate
enrollment at [S_TARGET] during the 99-2000
school year.

What was your year or level during your last term
at

[S_TARGET] in the 99-2000 school year?
0 = UNCLASSIFIED UNDERGRADUATE
1 = FIRST YEAR/FRESHMAN
2 = SECOND YEAR/SOPHOMORE
3 = THIRD YEAR/JUNIOR
4 = FOURTH YEAR/SENIOR
5 = FIFTH YEAR OR HIGHER
UNDERGRADUATE
6 = GRADUATE STUDENT TAKING
UNDERGRADUATE COURSES

Applies to: All undergraduate respondents.

>S_GRTYP<

I'd like you to focus on your enrollment at
[S_TARGET] during the 99-2000 school year.

What specific degree were you working toward
in your last term in the 99-2000 school year?

    [else]

What specific degree were you working toward
in your last term

    at [S_TARGET]

    the 99-2000 school year?
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MASTER’S
1= BUSINESS ADMIN

(MBA)
19= BUSINESS ADMIN

(DBA)
2= SCIENCE (MS) 20= ENGINEERING (D.ENG)
3= ARTS (MA) 21= FINE ARTS (DFA)
4= EDUCATION (M.ED)

DOCTORAL
22= PUBLIC ADMIN (DPA

5= PUBLIC ADMIN (MPA) 23= SCIENCE (DSC/SCD)
6= LIBRARY

SCIENCE(MLS)
24=PSYCHOLOGY (PSYD)

7= PUBLIC HEALTH (MPH) 25= OTHER DOCTORAL
DEGREE

8= FINE ARTS (MFA) 26= CHIROPRACTIC (DC OR
DCM)

9= APPLIED ARTS (MAA) 27= DENTISTRY (DDS OR
DMD)

10= TEACHING (MAT) 28= MEDICINE (MD)
29= OPTOMETRY (OD)

12= SOCIAL WORK (MSW) 30= OSTEOPATHIC
MEDICINE (DO)

13= LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECT

31= PHARMACY
(PHARM.D)

14= PROFESSIONAL MGMT 32= PODIATRY (DPM OR
POD. D)

15= OTHER MASTERS
FIRST PROFESSIONAL

33= VETERINARY
MEDICINE (DVM)

DOCTORAL
16= PHILOSOPHY (PHD) 34= LAW (LLB OR JD)
17= EDUCATION (ED.D) 35= THEOLOGY (M.DIV,

D.MIN)
18= THEOLOGY (THD)

Applies to: Graduate/first-professional students who
are working on a master's, doctoral, or professional
degree.

>S_GRYR<
What year of your graduate program were you in during
your last term at [S_TARGET]
in the 99-2000 school year?

1 = FIRST YEAR
2 = SECOND YEAR
3 = THIRD YEAR
4 = FOURTH YEAR OR HIGHER

Applies to: Graduate/first-professional students who
are working on a degree or baccalaureate certificate.

>S_DOB<
What is your date of birth?

MONTH (1-12)
DAY (1-31)
YEAR (1920-1989)

Applies to:  Respondents for whom preloaded DOB was
either missing or incorrect.

>S_MARR<

Are you currently...

IF RESPONSE IS "SINGLE," PROBE TO DETERMINE
IF RESPONDENT WAS EVER MARRIED.

1 = Single, never married
2 = Married
3 = Separated
4 = Divorced
5 = Widowed

Applies to: All respondents.

>S_CITZN<

Are you a U. S. citizen?
1 = YES - US CITIZEN OR US NATIONAL
2 = NO  - RESIDENT ALIEN - PERMANENT

RESIDENT OR OTHER ELIGIBLE
NON-CITIZEN TEMPORARY
RESIDENT'S CARD

3 = NO  - STUDENT VISA - IN THE
COUNTRY ON AN

F1 OR F2 VISA OR ON A J1 OR
J2 EXCHANGE VISITOR VISA

Applies to: All respondents.

>S_HISP<

Are you of Hispanic or Latino origin?
1 = YES
2 = NO

Applies to: All respondents.

>S_RAC<

What is your race?

BE SURE TO RECORD FIRST RESPONSE FIRST

ENTER 0 WHEN DONE
1 = WHITE
2 = BLACK OR AFRICAN AMERICAN
3 = ASIAN
4 = AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKA

NATIVE
5 = NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR OTHER

PACIFIC ISLANDER
6 = OTHER, SPECIFY

Applies to: All respondents.

>S_RACSP<

SPECIFY OTHER RACE.
Applies to: Respondents who report more than other
race.

>S_DEPS<

My next few questions are about your family.

When you were enrolled in the 1999-2000 school year, did
you have any children that you [If S_MARR eq <2>] and
your spouse [If S_MARR eq <2>] supported financially?

1 = YES
2 = NO

Applies to: All respondents.
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>S_DAGE<
How many of your children are...
Under 5?       (0-9) @dage1
Aged 5 to 12?  (0-9) @dage2
Aged 13 to 16? (0-9) @dage3
Over 16?       (0-9) @dage4

Applies to: Respondents with dependent children.

>S_MILIT<

      Are you a veteran of the US Armed Forces, or
      are you currently serving in the Armed Forces,
      either on active duty or in the reserves?

      0 = NO
      1 = VETERAN
      3 = ACTIVE DUTY
      4 = RESERVES

 Applies to: Respondents who are US citizens.

>S_OTAIDN<
      Did you receive any financial aid during the
      99-2000 school year that did not come from the
      financial aid office at [Y_NPSCHL],
      such as tuition paid by your employer, private loans
      or scholarships, or veteran's benefits?
      Please exclude any money that came from your family.

1 = YES
2 = NO

 Applies to: All respondents

>S_AIDSCN<

      Did you receive...
      ENTER 1=YES 2=NO   AMOUNT RECEIVED

Employer Assistance?       @adnemp
Range ($1-$100,000) @amnemp

A personal loan from a bank or private organization?
@adncom  Range ($1-$150,000) @amncom

Veteran's benefits?         @adnvet    Range ($1-$25,000)
@amnvet

[if S_CITZN eq <2> or S_CITZN eq <3>]
Aid from a foreign government?   \
[endif]
                             @adnfor   Range ($1-$150,000) @amfor

Grants/Scholarships from a private
organization?                @adnprv    Range ($1-$30,000)
@ammprv

Aid from some other source (excluding
family and friends)?         @adnoth    Range ($1-$75,000)
@amnoth

Applies to: Respondents who received other financial
aid during 99-2000 school year.

>S_UGLN<
      The next questions are about how you paid for your
      education after graduating from high school.

      Other than any money you may have borrowed
      from family or friends, how much \

[if S_CATIST eq <1>]
have you

      already borrowed in student loans for your
      undergraduate education?

[else]
did you

      borrow in student loans for your
      undergraduate education?

[endif]
      AMOUNT (RANGE: $0 - $150,000):

Applies to: All respondents.

>S_FEDUGL<

      How much of \
[if S_UGLN gt <0>]
the $[S_UGLN] \
[else]
that amount \
[endif]
is in federal student loans?

      ENTER F5 FOR ALL OF IT
 AMOUNT (RANGE: $0 - $150,000):

Applies to: Respondents with undergraduate loans.

>S_FEDUGO<

      How much of \
[if S_FEDUGL gt <0>]
the $[S_FEDUGL]
[else]
that amount do you still owe?

      ENTER F5 FOR ALL OF IT
      AMOUNT (RANGE: $0 - $150,000):

Applies to: Respondents with Federal undergraduate
loans.

>S_GRLN<

      Other than any money you may have borrowed
      from family or friends, how much have you
      already borrowed in student loans for your
      graduate education?

      AMOUNT (RANGE: $0 - $150,000):
Applies to: Graduate/first-professional students.
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>S_FEDGRL<

      How much of \
[if S_GRLN gt <0>]
the $[fill S_GRLN] \
[else]
that amount \
[endif]
is in federal student loans?

      ENTER F5 FOR ALL OF IT

      AMOUNT (RANGE: $0 - 150,000):

>S_FEDGRO<

      How much of \
[if S_FEDGRL gt <0>]
the $[S_FEDGRL]
[else]
that amount
[endif]
do you still owe?

ENTER F5 FOR ALL OF IT
AMOUNT (RANGE: $0 - $150,000):

Applies to: Graduate/first-professional students with
graduate loans.

>S_LONCHK<
Based on what you've told me, you borrowed
more in student loans for the 99-2000 school year
than the total amount of loans you reported
borrowing since high school.  Here's what I have:

INTERVIEWER:  PLEASE VERIFY AMOUNTS AND
CORRECT IF NECESSARY.

                                                        AMOUNT
TOTAL BORROWED FOR UNDERGRADUATE

EDUCATION        $@lonug
TOTAL BORROWED FOR GRADUATE

EDUCATION             $@longr
TOTAL BORROWED DURING 1999-2000

AT EACH SCHOOL
[Y_NPSCHL:b]$@loann
Applies to:  Respondents who have borrowed more in
student loans for 99-2000 than they have borrowed in total
since high school.

>S_SCHRES<

      When you last attended [S_TARGET]
      during the 99-2000 school year, did you live...

 IF MORE THAN ONE RESIDENCE, GIVE THE PLACE
LIVED THE LONGEST

1 = On-campus in school-owned housing,
2 = Off-campus in school-owned housing,
3 = In a fraternity or sorority house,
4 = In an apartment or house other than with parents

or guardians,
5 = With your parents or guardians,
6 = With other relatives, or
7 = Some place else?

Applies to: All respondents.

>S_PARTUI<
Did anyone, such as your parents or guardians,

pay your tuition and fees on your behalf for
the 99-2000 school year?
0 = NONE
1 = YES - SOME OF IT
3 = YES - ALL OF IT

Applies to: Respondents under age 30.

>S_SCHSUP<
Did anyone give you money for school-related
expenses for the 1999-2000 school year?  Please do
not include money given for tuition.

1 = YES
2 = NO

Applies to: Respondents under age 30.

>S_SUPAMT<

How much (were you given for school-related
expenses other than tuition)?
Range ($1-100,000):

Applies to: Respondents under age 30.

>S_COSTS<

During the 99-2000 school year, about how much did
you spend on...
Books and supplies for classes?
RANGE ($0 - $5,000)   @cstbks

Special equipment, such as computers, microscopes,
and tools?

RANGE ($0 - $15,000): @cmptr
Applies to: All respondents.
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>S_NUMJOB<

My next questions have to do with jobs you've held
while you were enrolled at [S_TARGET]
during the 99-2000 school year.

[if Y_WORKST eq <1>]
Including any work study jobs you may have, how
many jobs for pay did you have during the 1999-2000
school year?

[else][if Y_ASSIST eq <1>]
Including any assistantships you may have, how
many jobs for pay did you have during the 1999-2000
school year?

[else]
How many jobs for pay did you have during the
1999-2000 school year?

[endif]
VERIFY NUMBER OF JOBS OVER 4.
 COUNT ONLY UNIQUE JOBS.
RANGE (0-9):
Applies to: All respondents.

>S_HOURS<
      During the 99-2000 school year, how many hours
      did you work per week while you were enrolled?

      PLEASE EXCLUDE SUMMER HOURS IF
NOT ENROLLED DURING THE SUMMER.

      RANGE (0-99):

Applies to: Respondents who worked while enrolled.

>S_ENRWRK<

While you were enrolled and working,
would you say you were primarily...

1 = A student working to meet expenses or
2 = An employee who decided to enroll in school?

 Applies to: Respondents who worked while enrolled.

>S_COOP<

During the 99-2000 school year, did you participate
in a paid internship, apprenticeship, work study,
cooperative education program, or assistantship?

COLLECT UP TO 3.  ENTER 0 FOR NONE.
1 = INTERNSHIP
2 = APPRENTICESHIP
3 = WORK STUDY
4 = COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
5 = ASSISTANTSHIP

Applies to: Respondents who worked while enrolled,
excluding graduate students who have already reported
having an assistantship.

>S_EARN<
How much did you earn from \

[if S_NUMJOB <1> or S_NUMJOB lt <0>]
the job
[else]
[if S_NUMJOB gt <1>]
all jobs
[endif]

      you held while you were enrolled
for the 99-2000 school year?

EXCLUDE SUMMER EARNINGS IF NOT
ENROLLED
      DURING THE SUMMER
RANGE ($10.00 - $100,000):  @earn
Was that $[@earn] for the entire school year?
1 = ENTIRE YEAR
2 = PER TERM/SEMESTER
3 = PER MONTH
4 = PER WEEK

Applies to: Respondents who worked while enrolled.

>S_EARNS<
How many \

[if S_EARN eq <1> or S_EARN eq <2>]
terms \
[else][if S_EARN eq <3>]
months \
[else][if S_EARN eq <4>]
weeks \
[endif]
did you work

      during the 99-2000 school year?
      RANGE (1-[S_l_EARN]):

Applies to: Respondents who worked while enrolled,
who reported earnings in a unit of time other than a
year.

>S_WKSWK<
Would you say you worked during all the
      weeks you were enrolled, most of them,
      half of them, or less than half?
1 = ALL
2 = MOST
3 = HALF
4 = LESS THAN HALF

Applies to: Respondents who worked while
enrolled.
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>S_OCCENR<

[If S_NUMJOB gt <1> and S_COOP gt <0>]
Since you had [S_l_COOP]
while enrolled, please focus on that job
as you answer my questions.
What was your job title?

[else]
[if S_NUMJOB gt <1> and S_COOP le <0>]

Since you had more than one job during
the year, I'd like you to focus on the
job you held while enrolled.
IF ALL JOBS HELD WHILE ENROLLED,
FOCUS ON THE JOB WORKED GREATEST
NUMBER OF HOURS EACH WEEK

      What was your job title?
[else]

      What was your job title in the job
      you had while enrolled?

[endif]
      @occ
      What did you do?

@occenr
Applies to:  Respondents who worked while enrolled.

>S_INC99<
Now I'd like to ask you a few questions about your
income in calendar year 1999.  (Your 1999 calendar
year income includes money earned both while you
were enrolled in school and while you were not
enrolled or on break.)

How much did you earn from work in 1999?
RANGE ($0 - $3,000,000):

Applies to: All respondents.

>S_INC99V<
Let me make sure I entered that correctly.
Your income for 1999 was:  $[S_INC99]?
1 = YES
2 = NO

Applies to: Aid non-applicants who report a 1999
income greater than 1,000,000.

>S_INC98E<
Was the amount you earned in 1998 about
the same as you earned in 1999?
1 = YES
2 = NO

Applies to: Aid non-applicants.

>S_INC98<
      How much did you earn from
      work in 1998?
      RANGE ($0 - $3,000,000):

Applies to: Aid non-applicants whose 1998 earnings
were not the same as 1999.

>S_INC98V<
Let me verify that amount.

Your income for 1998 was:  $[S_INC98].
Is that correct?
1 = YES
2 = NO

Applies to: Aid non-applicants who report a 1998
income greater than 1,000,000.

>S_INCS99<
How much would you estimate your
spouse earned from work in 1999?
RANGE ($0 - $3,000,000):

Applies to: Married aid non-applicants.

>S_INS99V<
Let me make sure I entered that correctly.
Your spouse's income for 1999 was:  $[S_INCS99]?
1 = YES
2 = NO

Applies to: Married aid non-applicants who report
spouse’s 1998 income greater than 1,000,000.

>S_INS98E<
Was the amount your spouse earned in 1998
about the same as he/she earned in 1999?
1 = YES
2 = NO

Applies to: Married aid non-applicants.

>S_INCS98<
How much did your spouse
earn from work in 1998?
RANGE ($0 - $3,000,000):

Applies to: Married aid non-applicants whose spouse's
earnings were not the same in 1998 as in 1999.

>S_INS98V<
Let me verify that amount.
Your spouse's income for 1998 was:  $[S_INCS98].

Is that correct?
1 = YES
2 = NO

Applies to: Married aid non-applicants who report
spouse’s 1998 income greater than 1,000,000.
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>S_OINC99<
[if S_l_IN99 gt <0>]

Including the $[S_l_IN99:,] that you \
Including the income that you \

[else]
What was the total income that you\
[endif]
[if S_MARR eq <2>]
and your spouse
[else]
[endif]
[if S_1_IN99 gt <0>]
earned from work, what was your total income
[else]
from all sources, prior to taxes and deductions,
for 1999?

Please exclude any student financial aid,
scholarships, or grants you may have received for the
year.

NOTE: IF R IS UNSURE, PROBE FOR AMOUNT
TO THE NEAREST THOUSAND

F5 = SAME AS AMOUNT EARNED FROM
WORK
RANGE ($0 - $3,000,000):

Applies to: Aid non-applicants whose 1998 earnings
were not the same as 1999.

>S_OIN98E<
Was the amount you earned in 1998 (from sources of
income
      other than your salary\

[if S_MARR eq <2>]
 and your spouse's salary)

      about the same as you earned in 1999?
[else]
about the same as you earned in 1999?
[endif]
1 = YES
2 = NO

Applies to: Aid non-applicants.

>S_OINC98<
Including the $[fill S_l_IN98] that you \

[else]
Including the income that you \
[endif]
[if S_MARR eq <2>]
and your spouse
[else]
[endif]
[if S_l_IN98 gt <0>]
earned from work,
[else]
earned,
[endif]
what was your total income  from all sources,
prior to
taxes and deductions, for 1998?

Please exclude any student financial aid,
scholarships, or grants you may have received for the
year.
NOTE: IF R IS UNSURE, PROBE FOR
AMOUNT TO THE NEAREST
THOUSAND
F5 = SAME AS AMOUNT EARNED FROM
WORK
RANGE ($0 - $3,000,000):

Applies to: Aid non-applicants whose 1998 earnings
were not the same as 1999.

>S_UNTAX<
Since July 1, 1999, did you \

[if S_MARR eq <2>]
or your spouse
[else]

receive any untaxed income or benefits, such as
TANF (AFDC), Social Security, worker's
compensation, disability payments, or child
support?

1 = YES
2 = NO

Applies to: All respondents

>S_WLFAR<
ENTER 1 = YES, 2 = NO

SINCE JULY 1, 1999
      Did you receive...
      TANF (AFDC).............................@tanf
      Social Security benefits?................@socsec
      Workers compensation?....................@wrkcmp
      Disability payments?.....................@disab

[if S_DEPS eq <1>]
      Child support?...........................@child[endif]
      Food stamps?.............................@stmps

Applies to: Respondents who received untaxed benefits.
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>S_EDPLN<
      What are your plans for school this year
      (the 2000-2001 school year)?
      Are you...
      1 = Not enrolled,
      2 = Enrolled full-time, or
      3 = Enrolled part-time?

Applies to: All respondents.

>S_WKPLN<
[If S_EDPLN gt <1>]
While you are enrolled during the 2000-2001 school
year,
are you…

[else]
that are your plans for work this year (in 2000-2001)?

      Are you...

      1 = Not working,
      2 = Working full-time, or
      3 = Working part-time?

Applies to: All respondents.

>S_DISSEN<
Before we end this interview, I'd like to ask you some
questions that will help us better understand the
educational services available for people with
disabilities.

Do you have any of the following long-lasting
conditions:  blindness, deafness, or a severe
vision or hearing impairment?

1 = YES
2 = NO

Applies to: All respondents.

>S_DISMOB<
Do you have a condition that substantially
limits one or more basic physical activities
such as walking, climbing stairs, reaching,
lifting, or carrying?

1 = YES
2 = NO

Applies to: All respondents.

>S_DISOTH<

ENTER 1 = YES, 2 = NO
Do you have any other physical, mental, or emotional
condition that has lasted 6 months or more?

1 = YES
2 = NO

NOTE:  INCLUDE ANY INTERMITTENT
CONDITION THAT HAS LASTED AT LEAST 6
MONTHS OVERALL.

Applies to: All respondents.

>S_DIFFIC<

Because of that long-lasting condition, did you have
any difficulty doing any of the following:
ENTER 1 = YES, 2 = NO
Learning, remembering, or
concentrating?.......@diflrn
Dressing, bathing, or getting around inside your
home or dormitory?.........................@difdrs
Getting to school to attend class?...............@difsch
Getting around on campus?........................@difcam
Working at a job?................................@difwrk

Applies to: Respondents who have reported having a
long-lasting physical, mental, or emotional condition.

>S_END<
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>R_INTRO1<

Hello, my name is __________, and I'm calling
from the Research Triangle Institute for the U.S.
Department of Education.
Recently, when you completed a telephone
interview as part of the National Postsecondary
Student Aid Study, you agreed to participate in
a brief reinterview.  I'd like to conduct the 5 to
10 minute reinterview now.  You can stop at
any time.

Let's begin. . . .

I'd like to ask you some questions about your
experiences while you were enrolled at
[A_TARGET].

Applies to:  All respondents.

>R_DEPS<
Do you have any children that you

[if B_MARR eq <2>]
and your spouse \
[endif]
[if B_MARR eq <2>]
support financially?
[else]
support financially?
1 = YES
2 = NO

Applies to: All respondents.

>R_DAGE<

How many of your children are...
      Under 5?           (0-9)
      Aged 5 to 12?      (0-9)
      Aged 13 to 16?     (0-9)
      Over 16?           (0-9)

Applies to: Respondents with dependent children.

>R_DAYCR<
While you're at school, who (primarily) takes

care of your children?
1 = CHILD'S OTHER PARENT
2 = OTHER RELATIVE/FAMILY MEMBER
3 = FRIEND/NEIGHBOR
4 = CAMPUS DAYCARE CENTER
5 = DAYCARE CENTER
6 = CHILD(REN) IN SCHOOL WHILE

RESPONDENT IS ATTENDING
CLASSES

Applies to: Respondents with dependent children
under age 12.

>R_DAYCST<
On average, how much did you pay each month
for childcare during the last term you were
enrolled in the 99-2000 school year?
RANGE ($0 - $1000):

Applies to: Respondents with dependent children
under age 12.

>R_OTAIDN<
Did you receive any financial aid during the 99-
2000 school year that did not come from the
financial aid office at [Y_NPSCHL], such as
tuition paid by your employer, private loans or
scholarships, or veteran's benefits?

Please exclude any money that came from your
family.
      1 = YES
      2 = NO

Applies to: All respondents.

>R_AIDSCN<

Did you receive...
 ENTER 1=YES 2=NO      AMOUNT RECEIVED

Employer Assistance?...          @adnemp   Range
($1-$100,000): @amnemp

A personal loan from a bank or private
organization?...      @adncom   Range
($1-$150,000): @amncom

Veteran's benefits?...           @adnvet   Range
($1-$25,000):  @amnvet

[If B_CITZN eq 2,3]
Aid from a foreign government?...@adnfor  Range
($1-$150,000):  @amnfor

Grants/Scholarships from a private
organization?...                 @adnprv    Range
($1-$30,000): @amnprv

Aid from some other source (excluding
family and friends)?...          @adnoth  Range
($1-$75,000):   @amnoth

Applies to: Respondents who received other
financial aid during 99-2000 school year.

>R_FAMN99<
      How much did you borrow from family and
      friends to attend [Y_NPSCHL]
      for the 99-2000 school year?
      RANGE: ($0 - $100,000):

Applies to: All respondents.
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>R_PARTUI<
Did anyone, such as \
[if B_GRDTYP eq <3> and (B_CARE eq <2>
or B_CARE eq <>)]

your guardians
[else]
[if (B_GRDTYP eq <1> or B_GRDTYP eq
<2>) and B_CARE eq <2> or B_CARE eq
<>)]
your guardian,
[else]
[if (B_DCSD eq <1> or B_DCSD eq <2>)
and B_GUARD eq <2>]
your parent,
[else]
your parents pay your tuition and fees on
your
behalf for the 99-2000 school year?

       0 = NONE
      1 = YES - SOME OF IT
      3 = YES - ALL OF IT

Applies to: Respondents under age 30.

>R_SCHSUP<

Did anyone give you money for school-related
expenses for the 1999-2000 school year?  Please do
not include money given for tuition.
      1 = YES
      2 = NO

Applies to: Respondents under age 30.

>R_SUPAMT<
How much (were you given for school-related
expenses other than tuition)?

Range ($1-100,000):
Applies to: Respondents under age 30.

>R_LICENS<

For some jobs, licensing or certification is required.
How many licenses do you hold?

RANGE (0-4):
Applies to: All respondents

>R_LIC<
Which license(s) or certificate(s) do you hold?
COLLECT UP TO 3 (ENTER 0 FOR NO
MORE.)
1 = AUTOMOTIVE/ MECHANIC

REPAIR
13 = INSURANCE/

UNDERWRITING
2 = BUSINESS (BROKER, CPA,

REALTOR)
14 = LAW OR LEGAL (NOT

PARALEGAL)
3 = CHILD CARE/DAY

CARE/TEACHER AIDE
15 = LEGAL ASSISTANT/

PARALEGAL
4 = COMMERCIAL

OPERATOR/TRANSPORT
16 = MEDICAL (PHYSICIAN)

5 = COMMUNICATIONS/
BROADCAST (FCC)

17 = MED/DENTAL TECH.
OR  THERAPIST

6 = CMPTR/ELECTRONIC/
TV/VCR REPAIR

18 = VENDOR SPECIFIC

7 = CMPTR PROGRAMMER/
SYSTEMS TECH

19 = NURSE AIDE/ HOME
HEALTH AIDE

8 = COSMETOLOGY/
BEAUTICIAN/BARBER

20 = NURSING (RN, LPN)

9 = COUNSELOR/
PSYCHOLOGIST

21 = PERSONAL SVCS
(MASSAGE THERAPY)

10 = CRAFTS (ELECTRICIAN/
CRPNTR/MASON)

22 = PHARMACY

11 = EDUCATOR (TEACHER,
PRINCIPAL)

23 = PROF ENGINEERING/
ARCHITECTURE

12 = FOOD SERVICES 24 = OTHER LICENSE OR
CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATION
(MCSE/NOVELL)

Applies to: Respondents who hold licenses.

>R_INC99<
Now I'd like to ask you a few questions about your
income in calendar year 1999.  (Your 1999 calendar
year income includes money earned both while you
were enrolled in school and while you were not
enrolled or on break.)

How much did you earn from work in 1999?
RANGE ($0 - $3,000,000):

Applies to: All respondents.

>R_INC98E<
Was the amount you earned in 1998 about the same
as you earned in 1999?
      1 = YES
      2 = NO
Applies to: Aid non-applicants

R_INC98<
How much did you earn from work in 1998?
RANGE ($0 - $3,000,000):

Applies to: Aid non-applicants whose 1998
earnings were not the same as 1999.
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>R_INCS99<

How much would you estimate your
spouse earned from work in 1999?
RANGE ($0 - $3,000,000):

Applies to: Married aid non-applicants.

>R_INS98E<

Was the amount your spouse earned in 1998
about the same as \

[if B_GENDR eq <2>]
he \
[else][if B_GENDR eq <1>]
she \
[endif]
earned in 1999?
1 = YES
2 = NO

Applies to: Married aid non-applicants.

>R_INCS98<
How much did your spouse
earn from work in 1998?
RANGE ($0 - $3,000,000):

Applies to: Married aid non-applicants whose
spouse's earnings were not the same in 1998 as in
1999.

>R_OINC99<

[if R_l_IN99 gt <0>]
Including the $[ R_l_IN99] that you \
[else]
Including the income that you \
[endif]
[if B_MARR eq <2>]
and your spouse
[else]
[endif]
have earned from work, what was your total
income from all sources, prior to taxes and
deductions, for 1999?
Please exclude any student financial aid you
may
have received for the year.

F5 = SAME AS AMOUNT EARNED FROM
WORK
RANGE ($0 - $3,000,000):

Applies to: All respondents who provided valid
work-income values.

>R_OIN98E<

Was the amount you earned in 1998 (from
sources of income other than your salary \
[if B_MARR eq <2>]

and your spouse's salary)about the same as
you earned in 1999?
[else]
about the same as you earned in 1999?
[endif]
1 = YES
2 = NO

Applies to: Aid non-applicants.

>R_OINC98<

[if R_l_IN98 gt <0>]
Including the $[R_l_IN98] that you \

[else]
Including the income that you \

[endif]
[if B_MARR eq <2>]

and your spouse
[else]
[if R_l_IN98 gt <0>]
earned from work,
[else]
earned,
[endif]

what was your total income
from all sources, prior to taxes and deductions,

for 1998?
Please exclude any student financial aid you
may
have received for the year.
F5 = SAME AS AMOUNT EARNED FROM
WORK
RANGE ($0 - $3,000,000):

Applies to: Aid non-applicants whose 1998
earnings were not the same as 1999.
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>R_PARINC<
What would you estimate \

[if B_GRDTYP eq <3> and
(B_CARE eq <2> or B_CARE eq <>)]

your guardians'
[else][if (B_GRDTYP eq <1> or

B_GRDTYP eq <2>) and
      (B_CARE eq <2> or B_CARE eq <>)]

your guardian's
[else][if (B_DCSD eq <1> or

B_DCSD eq <2>) and B_GUARD eq <2>]
your parent's

[else]
your parents' income in was in 1999?

Was it....
      1 = Up to $30,000,
      2 = $30,001 to $60,000
      3 = $60,001 to $90,000, or
      4 = Over $90,000?

Applies to: Aid non-applicants under 25.

>R_UGEXP<

Please tell me how frequently you did each
of the following as an  undergraduate.  Was
it never, sometimes, or often?
0 = NEVER   1 = SOMETIMES    2 = OFTEN

How frequently did you use e-mail to
communicate with students or faculty about
course-related  matters?...

Search the Internet for information for
homework or research?...

Participate in electronic chat rooms for
class discussion
      Or homework?...

Use spreadsheet software like Lotus or
Excel?...
Program in languages like C++, JAVA,
SPSS, HTML?...

Use word-processing software (Word,
WordPerfect) to write
papers for courses?...

Applies to: B&B eligible respondents.

>R_NUMCRD<
How many credit cards do you have in your
own name, that are billed to you?
      0 = NONE
      1 = 1 OR 2
      2 = 3 OR MORE

Applies to: All respondents.

>R_CRDTUI<

Did you use your credit card(s) to pay your
99-2000 tuition?
      1 = YES
      2 = NO

Applies to: Respondents with credit cards.

>R_PAYOFF<

Do you usually pay off your credit card
balances each month, or carry balances
over from month to month?

      1 = PAYOFF BALANCES
      2 = CARRY BALANCES

Applies to: Respondents with credit cards.

>R_CRDPAR<
[if R_l_FIL eq <1>]

      Did your \
[else][if R_l_FIL eq <2>]

      Does your \
[else]

      Do your \
[endif]
[endif]

[if B_GRDTYP eq <3> and (B_CARE eq
<2> or B_CARE eq <>)]
guardians \
[else][if (B_GRDTYP eq <1> or
B_GRDTYP eq <2>) and
(B_CARE eq <2> or B_CARE eq <>)]
guardian \
[else][if (B_DCSD eq <1> or B_DCSD eq
<2>) and B_GUARD eq <2>]
parent \
[else]
parents \
help you pay your credit card bills?
1 = YES
2 = NO

Applies to: Respondents under 25 with credit
cards.

>R_END<


